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Program

Procession of Stage Party
The National Anthem
Invocation
Introductions and Special Remarks
Roll Call of Graduates
Faculty Marshals

Mace Bearer
Dr. Blanca Lupiani, Associate Provost and Dean of Faculties

Stage Party
Ms. Venesa A. Heidick, Registrar
Mr. Chris Reed, Executive Director of Admissions

Announcers
Ms. Nora Cargo, Director, Scholarships & Financial Aid
Mr. Mike Fitch, Transcript Analyst, Office of Admissions
Mr. Steve Fullhart, Manager, Brazos Valley Economic Development Corporation
Judge Rick Hill, Brazos County Justice of the Peace Precinct 3

The Texas A&M University System
Board of Regents

Ms. Elaine Mendoza, Chairman. .................................. San Antonio
Mr. Tim Leach, Vice Chairman .................................... Midland
Mr. Phil Adams .................................................. Bryan/College Station
Mr. Robert L. Albritton ............................................. Fort Worth
Mr. Jay C. Graham .................................................. Houston
Mr. Michael A. “Mike” Hernandez III .......................... Fort Worth
Mr. Bill Mahomes, Jr. ............................................... Dallas
Mr. Michael J. Plank .............................................. Houston
Mr. Cliff Thomas ..................................................... Victoria
Mr. Cahlen Cheatham (Student Regent) .......................... Stephenville

Chancellor

Mr. John Sharp .................................................... Placedo

Texas A&M University Administrative Officers

President (interim) .............................. Dr. John L. Junkins
Provost and Executive Vice President (interim) .............................. Dr. Mark H. Weichold
Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences .................. Dr. Patrick J. Stover
Dean, College of Architecture ................................ Dr. Jorge A. Vanegas
Dean, Mays Business School (acting) ................................ Dr. Duane Ireland
Dean, College of Dentistry ..................................... Dr. Lawrence E. Wolinsky
Dean, College of Education and Human Development ................ Dr. Joyce M. Alexander
Dean, College of Engineering ..................................... Dr. M. Katherine Banks
Dean, College of Geosciences ..................................... Dr. Debbie Thomas
Dean, Bush School of Government and Public Service ....................... General Mark A. Welsh III (Ret.)
Dean, School of Law ........................................... Mr. Robert B. Ahdieh
Dean, College of Liberal Arts ................................ Dr. Pamela R. Matthews
Dean, College of Medicine ..................................... Dr. Amy L. Waer
Dean, College of Nursing ........................................ Dr. Nancy L. Fahrenwald
Dean, Irma Lerma Rangel College of Pharmacy ...... Dr. Indra K. Reddy
Dean, School of Public Health ............................... Dr. Shawn G. Gibbs
Dean, College of Science ...................................... Dr. Valen E. Johnson
Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine and
Biomedical Sciences ............................... Dr. John R. August
Dean, Texas A&M University Libraries ........ Mr. David H. Carlson
Dean and Chief Operating Officer,
Texas A&M University at Qatar ............ Dr. César O. Malavé
Executive Vice President for Finance and
Operations and Chief Financial Officer ....... Dr. Jerry R. Strawser
Senior Vice President, Texas A&M University
Health Science Center ......................... Mr. Gregory W. Hartman
Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing and
Communications Officer ....................... Ms. Amy B. Smith
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs and
Interdisciplinary Initiates (interim) ........ Dr. Patrick Louchouarn
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and
Strategic Initiatives .............................. Dr. Michael T. Stephenson
Vice President and
Associate Provost for Diversity (interim) ...... Dr. Annie S. McGowan
Vice President for Brand Development ...... Mr. Shane Hinckley
Vice President for Economic Development and
Dean, School of Innovation ....................... Dr. Andrew P. Morriss
Vice President for Enrollment and
Academic Services ..................................... Mr. Joseph P. Pettibon II
Vice President for Government Relations ...... Mr. Michael G. O’Quinn
Vice President for Human Resources and
Organizational Effectiveness .................... Dr. Jeffrey A. Risinger
Vice President for Information Technology and
Chief Information Officer .......................... Ms. M. Dee Childs
Vice President for Research ....................... Dr. Mark A. Barteau
Vice President for Student Affairs ............. Dr. Daniel J. Pugh, Sr.
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer,
Texas A&M University at Galveston .... Colonel Michael E. Fossum (Ret.)
Chief Compliance Officer ....................... Mr. Kevin P. McGinnis
Commandant of the
Corps of Cadets .......................... Brigadier General Joe E. Ramirez, Jr. (Ret.)
Associate Provost and Dean of Faculties .......... Dr. Blanca Lupiani
Associate Provost and Dean of Graduate and
Professional School .............................. Dr. Karen L. Butler-Purry
Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies ...... Dr. Ann L. Kenimer
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
and Student Success ................................. Dr. Timothy P. Scott
March 12, 2021
—10:00 a.m. Ceremony—

Candidates for Master’s and Baccalaureate Degrees

Bush School of Government and Public Service
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
College of Geosciences
College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences

Bush School of Government and Public Service

Presented by General Mark A. Welsh III (Ret.), Dean

Department of International Affairs

Master of International Affairs

International Affairs

Anna Bulatovna Akhmetova
Noorddin Mohammad Alsawfta
Reilly Andreasen
Jared Paul Jacob Ballejos
Joshua Barrera
Andrew James Baxter
Spencer Dillon Belyea
Tucker John Berry
Chase Blazek
Mathias D. Boggs
James Benjamin Brumfield
Katherine Ann Carwile
Peter Joseph Casey
Paula Daniela Castillo Bonnet
Locky Fay Catron
Lauren Alexandria Chilton
Braxton Stone Clark
Taylor Fonte Cofield
Anna Christine David
McKinzie Alison Davis
Caleb L. Dena
Danielle Nicolle Eastman
Shelby Layne Eckhardt
Joseph David Farmer
Nikolas S. Fisher
Jared Cole Fuller
Jordan Grace Graham
Angelo Martin Guadalquiver
Diana Mansour Hajali

Lawrence Holt
Kelsea Mykalia Hull
Benjamin Cole Johnson
Denzel Johnson
Grace Elizabeth Kam
Andrew Robert Kehl
Jonathon Ford Kemp
Katherine C. Krehmeier
Daewon Kwak
Miranda Jade Lindsey
Briggs Morgan Long
Katie Marie Lowe
Matthew C. Lowe
Chad Christopher Miller
Tristam Charles Polycarp
Mizak
Dorothy Elizabeth Montano
Allen Pattison Morgan
Kathryn Josephine Nickelson
Brayden Michael Paulin
Shelby Pamela Pence
Tessa Anne Pennington
Jensyn H. Pettit
Maria T. Peurach
Kiley Ann Quigley Wassenberg
Kelsey Nicole Reichmanis
Hannah Kate Robinson
John T. Ronayne
Alexander Karl Schirripa
Nicholas Senften
Benjamin Lewis Sheppard
Nicholas Avery Solomosy
Trenton Spoolstra
Eliana Taylor
Tessa Ann Thomas
Sherman Yu-Shin Tylawsky
Joseph Tedford Tyler
Katie Marie Vaughan-Naron
Eric Matthew Washington

Steven M. Weirich
Shang Wen
Haley Sue Wilburn
Kara Lynne Winkler
Denise Wornig
Andrew George Wright
Theodore Wu
Patrice Sumaila Yaro
Benjamin Warren Zimmer

Master of International Policy

International Policy

Marcelena Marie Ballard
Jesse Stuart Boyter
Bryan D. Gerhart
John Grotrian
Jack Alan Gutschlag

David James Liwanag
Tanika Marais
Toby Pope
Alexandra Helen Russo
Zhana Sirbiladze

Department of Public Service and Administration

Master of Public Service and Administration

Public Service and Administration

Mohammad Ahmadi
Emma Jewel Alexander
Mason Alexander
Taimoor Hussain Alvi
Gabriel Amorin Aranda
Johnny Cagan Baldree
James K. Baldwin
David Richard Barrera
Caroline Starr Bartlett
Amelia Agesen Boylan
Jessica T. Bradbury
Joseph Dalton Byrum
Nicholas G. Cartwright
Leslie K. Cole
Blane Austin Counsil
Kyle David Cox
Congyi Dai
Rachell Latrice Davis
Briana Terese Delgado
Zane Everett Deupree
Faith Bethany Dingas
Patrick Anthony Doucette
Towheed Elahi
Abigail Garcia
Frank M. Gasca, Jr.
Jake Robert Gibbons
Nethaniel Aaron Gjesdal
Jair Gonzalez

Craig Goralski
Harrison Sims Gregg
Colton Louis Haffey
Matthew Charles Hagee
Allison Kay Hall
April Rose Hill-Jackson
Adam Ray Holden
Reagan Hooper
William D. Horton
Mary Huddleston
Elizabeth M. Hughey
Joseph Oniel Huskey
Jaycee Monee Jones
Kassie K. Jones
Aleksandre Khunjua
Dohun Kim
Kim Van Thi Le
Katie Leeann Leach
Andrew James Lionberger
Madison Jade Mata
Lauren Elizabeth McGrath
Emily Beth Mcguckin
James H. McKenzie
Michael Robert Migaud
Eric Jason Mitchell
Cameron Adair Mohr
William Marcus Moore
Christina Ruth Morrison
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Presented by Dr. Clare Gill, Executive Associate Dean

Department of Agricultural Economics

Master of Agribusiness

Agribusiness

Naeem Abbas Abid
Maria Florencia
Abram Tettamanti
Jesus Paul Avaroma Gutierrez

Rebecca Gail Barnett
Luis Enrique Chapellin Wulff
Congshan He
Brynn Elizabeth Waley

Master of Science

Agricultural Economics

Sihan Chen
Natalie Adele Graff
Megan Laurel Moore
Fei Shen

Brannick Wesley Sweetser
Zhangchi Wang
Mingjia Zhang

Bachelor of Science

Agribusiness

Kathryn Susan Albert
Emily N. Andrus
Mckenna Lynn Ballard
Ashley Lynn Bentke
* Shane Michael Bentke

Dakota Jordan Best
Bryan Brandon Bobadilla
Amy Catherine Bruegging
James Ethan Burts
Jeremy Scott Caddell

* Double Major
Kenneth David Cantrell
Colton Lee Castor
Kyle Alexander Clark
Zane Kristian Cooper
Cody Paul Erikson
Julia Lynn Ernst
Richard Manuel Espinoza, Jr.
Bailey Noel Ferguson
Olivia Marie Flores
Jack Henry Gaines
Nicholas Austin Hadash
Kyle David Haynes
Grant James Hirsch
James Arthur Hodges II
Claire Elise Hugman
Matthew Scott Marshall
Jake Wallace Namken

Isabella Maria Noto
Christian Renate Olson
Nicole Marie Pelzel
Haleigh Nicole Phillips
Jarrod Steven Polasek
Tristan Alan Reimer
Jacob Archer Saunders
Graham Mowery Sharpe
Jamie Lee Stein
Hunter Ford Stratton
James K. Turlington
Tyler Joshua Vasut
Tizzy Mae Walker
Ryder Rylan Welch
Daylon Darren Wiethorn
Jordan Ashley Zapata

Agricultural Economics

Jackson Thomas Adams
Matthew Joseph Adiletta
Caroline M. Anderson
Danielle Bree Anderson
Jeffery Conner Audas
Garrison John Balcar
Johnny Cagan Baldree
Sebastian Barrios Arguello
Emma Kate Batchelor
Sydney Brice Beamon
Lindsey Cheyenne Berry
Ashton Elizabeth Betchan
Karder Chance Bing
Evan McCaslin Bole
Reagan H. Bozka
Parker Harrison Brooks
Alexandra Nicole Brown
Chandler Marie Burns
Steven Matthew Caffrey
Hannah Audrey Campbell
Madison Lynn Campbell
Caroline Ellis Cardwell
Caroline Molly Carlson
Kirk Byron Carpenter
Jesus Antonio Carrizales
Treven Davell Carter
James Preston Caswell
Tyler Isaiah Caughman
Sydney Diann Chadwick
Parker Brooks Chevaillier
Tyler Thomas Coats
Ian J. Cobb
Cody Blane Collins
Diego Antonio Colon

Charles Casey Corley
Caden Lane Cotter
Blane Austin Counsel
Christopher Kyle Davison
Hannah Marie DeMuth
Ashay Himanshu Desai
Morgan Lynn Digby
Carter Hudson Engel
William Logan Farmer
Brenten Lee Faulders
William Cullen Ferguson
Jack Christian Ferris
Katie S. Fickessen
Connor John-Warwick
Fitzgerald
Giordano Bruno Fontana
Forrest Colton Foster
Jaxson Hunter Fox
Hunter Ross Free
Angela Dawn Friesenhahn
Tyler Kaye Fuqua
Caelub Albert Garcia
Orlando Homero Garza III
James Malcom Gibson
Brandon Gonzalez Gonzalez
Roman Alberto Gonzalez
Derek Michael Graber
Justina Marie Graff
Meredith Kay Granberry
Jeremey Alan Green
Katherine Kelly Green
Hunter Wade Grones
Kenneth Matthew Hamilton
Blane Eric Hamilton
Jessica Alexandra Harris
Jessica Lucille Harvey
Madison Beth Hawkins
Cash Logan Hecox
Andrew Scott Heinze
Ethan Thomas Henry
Justin Allister Hernandez
Jacob Dylan Hicks
Travis Oran Hockaday
James John Claude Holstead
Kylar Lance Honan
Hunter Wesley Hosek
Christian Parker Jackson
Karli Lorane Jones
Derek Michael Juarez
Henry William Kettler
Mugabo Cedric Kigenza
Nicolette Lea King
Travis Wayne Komar
Gretchen Elise Kuck
Hope Victoria Kuklin
Mackenzie Claire Kurtz
Camden Bryce LaCanne
Claire Elizabeth LeFevers
Hunt Douglass Lemaster
Garrett Cole Lightfoot
Molly F. Luhrs
David Magellan III
Valdrin Makoli
Ryan Clayton Manning
Trevor Oran Martin
Austin Noelle Martz
McKenzie Lynne Mason
Parker S. Mathews
Addison Elaine May
Christian Brandt McCormick
Madison Paige McCullough
Reid Barnes McMordie
* Linsey Renee Meier
Allison Grace Migura
Reuben Howard Mikeska
Mason Cole Mikkelsen
Kenneth Ray Miller
Carter Daniel Morgan
Gabrielle Antonia Marie Morris
Madeleine Elyse Morris
Paige Brooke Mostyn
Hayden Lowell Munday
Kelsie Denise Murie
Brock M. Murphy
Dylan Joseph Mzyk
Kyle Rhodes Neitzey
Richard Connor O'Brien
Reva Sue Onderdonk
Blake Robert Osgood
Lorissa Denise Pena
Cameron Beau Perez
Tanner Charles Perry
Travis James Pfleeger
Billy Gilbert Phillips
Chase Thomas Phillips
Nathan Joseph Pilat
Adam J. Portman
Jared Vincent Quimby
Adrian Quintero
Daniella Renea Ray
Tyler Augustus Reed
Elgan McNeile Ridley IV
Michael Edwin Ridling
Dejaane Ayvon Robinson
Jose Tomas Romero Arrau
Brandon Joshua Salinas
Viridiana Sanudo Baez
Trevor Angus Schmidt
Robert Kyle Schmitz
Caleigh Madison Scott
Jared Wyatt Scott
William Trey Scudder
George Mitchell Sepe
Jason Matthew Shamburger
Blake Andrew Shaw
Austin Tanner Shepardson
John Ryan Sinor
Tanner Lee Skinner
Peyton Layne Skoruppa
Skyler Deshon Slack
Jacob Singleton Smiley
Mark Stephen Snell, Jr.
Kaleb Lee Snodgrass
Robert Van Speed
Jordan Lee Sproull
Samuel Boyd Stanley
Koen James Steglich
Tyler Craig Stover
Blaine Evan Strnad
Madalynn N. Taplin
Marshall August Todd
Matthew Whayne Underhill
Ashleigh Lyn Varney
Jordan Scott Vaughn
Maxwell E. Viladevall
Noah Jeffrey Waldrop
Ashley Victoria Ward
Alli Nicole Watson
Evann Marie Wehman
Glenn H. White III
Larry Austin White
Daniel James Whitting
Kyle Edward Wight

* Double Major
Sheera-Chephirah Williams  Estephanie L. Zermeno
Marley LeeAnn Wood  Annalyse Marie Zotos
Schuyler Richmond Wrinkle  Jake Allen Zurek
Anna Hadden Young

Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications

Master of Agriculture
Agricultural Development

Elissa Ann Nabozny  Michelle Ashley Vasbinder
Lalena Anne Stavinoha  Riley Osburn Webb

Master of Education
Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communication

Cy Nathaniel Quackenbush

Master of Science
Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communication

Taylor Noel Armstrong  Jean Anne Parrella
Carrie Nichol Baker  Erica Christine Russell
Blaine Davis Balliett  Gabrielle Sanders
Lacie Ann DeRojas  Jessica Rae Spence
Clarissa Gonzalez  Lainey Kate Wolf
John Mark Grange

Bachelor of Science
Agricultural Communications and Journalism

Matilyn Cameele Abner  Olivia Caroline George
Brooklyn Brianne Batla  Jacob Rock Gill
Dominique Michaela Bishop  Madyson Elaine Gregory
Savannah Blythe Botkin  Bryce Groves
Tristan Brook Bowen  Erin Dayna Herndon
Bianca Areli Calderon  Troy Austin Herring
Lili Marie Cardiff  Carlie Daile Hollingsworth
Ana C. Casas  Baylee B. Jankowski
Eliott Jesse Cloninger  Madelyn Paige Kennedy
Elizabeth Loreine Craig  Samantha Ann Mahler
Justin Lane Davis  Madison Marie Mahoney
Wyatt Aubrey Deans  Haley Nicole Marriott
MaKayla Renea Doolittle  Grace C. Marshall
Katlynn Renee Ekdahl  Kirby Lynn Matocha
Rosemary Lee Fazzino  Kaylee Elizabeth Miller
Kelbi Brooke Fortenberry  Kyle Stephen Naegeli
Blake-Ann Celeste Fritsch  Alyssa Ann Paielli
Asha M. Fuller  Cullen Riley Parker
Samantha Marie Perez  
Bradley Jacob Ponzio  
Matthew Patrick Preston  
Sydney Elizabeth Price  
Katelyn Ashleigh Reid  
Briley Evelyn Richard  
Ivy McCay Robinson  
* Madeline Jane Sears  
Ari Bahme Silverman  

* Samantha Marie Douge  
Allison Ginny Drabek  
Caitlin M. Edsall  
Logan Ann Eppright  
Rachel Elizabeth Esquivel  
Joe Louis Flores, Jr.  
Dalton Case Frieda  
Qiuyi Fu  
Travon Latrell Fuller  
Morgan Lynne Gilstrap  
Shelby J. Grooms  
Bryan Christopher Gross  
Chloe Eilene Harris  
Rachel Irene Hays  
Tara Nicole Hennigar  
Lauren Elizabeth Hlavinka  
Kyle Mark Hoelscher  
Casha Alexis Huizar  
Davis Mason Hutto  
Jeremiah Jamal Jeffery  

Agricultural Leadership and Development

Steven Tyler Barber  
Stephen Blake Bell  
Pierce Remington Beyer  
Emma Noel Bianchi  
Anna Marie Billings  
Samuel Tyler Bowling  
Lauren Kay Carstens  
Marcos David Castillo  
Nathan Everett Cobb  
Bailey Don Coburn  
Ty Austin Condel  
Haley Nicole Cooper  
Makayla Paige Cruz  
Taryn Elise Cunningham  
Samantha Marie Douge  
Allison Ginny Drabek  
Caitlin M. Edsall  
Logan Ann Eppright  
Rachel Elizabeth Esquivel  
Joe Louis Flores, Jr.  
Dalton Case Frieda  
Qiuyi Fu  
Travon Latrell Fuller  
Morgan Lynne Gilstrap  
Shelby J. Grooms  
Bryan Christopher Gross  
Chloe Eilene Harris  
Rachel Irene Hays  
Tara Nicole Hennigar  
Lauren Elizabeth Hlavinka  
Kyle Mark Hoelscher  
Casha Alexis Huizar  
Davis Mason Hutto  
Jeremiah Jamal Jeffery  

* Brighton Nicole Slovacek  
Erin Lynn Supak  
Jaclyn Rebecca Tevelde  
Morgan Ashley Thomas  
Benjamin Davis Thornton  
Ty Warner Wilson  
Emily Grace Wintermute  
Hunter James Woods  

Agricultural Science

Taylor Leann Adams  
Nathan Philip Anders  
Rainey Elizabeth Bingham  
Lorin Paige Burleson  
Sarah Kathryn Cantrell  
Andrew Phillip Dias  

* Double Major

* Madeline Jane Sears  
Ari Bahme Silverman  

* Samantha Marie Douge  
Allison Ginny Drabek  
Caitlin M. Edsall  
Logan Ann Eppright  
Rachel Elizabeth Esquivel  
Joe Louis Flores, Jr.  
Dalton Case Frieda  
Qiuyi Fu  
Travon Latrell Fuller  
Morgan Lynne Gilstrap  
Shelby J. Grooms  
Bryan Christopher Gross  
Chloe Eilene Harris  
Rachel Irene Hays  
Tara Nicole Hennigar  
Lauren Elizabeth Hlavinka  
Kyle Mark Hoelscher  
Casha Alexis Huizar  
Davis Mason Hutto  
Jeremiah Jamal Jeffery  

Agricultural Leadership and Development

Steven Tyler Barber  
Stephen Blake Bell  
Pierce Remington Beyer  
Emma Noel Bianchi  
Anna Marie Billings  
Samuel Tyler Bowling  
Lauren Kay Carstens  
Marcos David Castillo  
Nathan Everett Cobb  
Bailey Don Coburn  
Ty Austin Condel  
Haley Nicole Cooper  
Makayla Paige Cruz  
Taryn Elise Cunningham  
Samantha Marie Douge  
Allison Ginny Drabek  
Caitlin M. Edsall  
Logan Ann Eppright  
Rachel Elizabeth Esquivel  
Joe Louis Flores, Jr.  
Dalton Case Frieda  
Qiuyi Fu  
Travon Latrell Fuller  
Morgan Lynne Gilstrap  
Shelby J. Grooms  
Bryan Christopher Gross  
Chloe Eilene Harris  
Rachel Irene Hays  
Tara Nicole Hennigar  
Lauren Elizabeth Hlavinka  
Kyle Mark Hoelscher  
Casha Alexis Huizar  
Davis Mason Hutto  
Jeremiah Jamal Jeffery  

* Brighton Nicole Slovacek  
Erin Lynn Supak  
Jaclyn Rebecca Tevelde  
Morgan Ashley Thomas  
Benjamin Davis Thornton  
Ty Warner Wilson  
Emily Grace Wintermute  
Hunter James Woods  

Agricultural Science

Taylor Leann Adams  
Nathan Philip Anders  
Rainey Elizabeth Bingham  
Lorin Paige Burleson  
Sarah Kathryn Cantrell  
Andrew Phillip Dias  

* Double Major
Mackenzie Ann Keefer
Bailey K. Merrifield
Kristin Layne Nelson
Sarah Jewel Olmstead
Tyler Jacob Reim
Madeline Christine Runner

Mark Anthony Saenz
Blake Carter Smith
Myla Lyndsey Sullivan
Antonia Frances Trujillo
Jacquelyn Marie Walton
Bailey Rene Wargo

University Studies

Stephanie Kathleen Akin
Jhamon Fredrick Ausbon
Jennifer Michelle Baldwin
Haley Rene Batson
Holden Connor Bell
Richard Chavez, Jr.
Aaron Braxton Choate
Shelbi Ann Davenport
Christopher William Dudley
Emmitt O’Dell Evans
Richard Justin Garcia
Max Gabriel Garza
Ronnie Dwayne Gideon, Jr.
Sophie Kathleen Gray
John Conrad Hagerty
Laural Elaine Hansen
Tressie Grace Hare
Kristi Ann Hempel
Brian Keith Jewell
Sabra Hope Jones
Brandy Christina Kauder
Montana Cade Larson
Lyric Mykell Lawrence
Grayson Ray Long
Amelia Grace Massey
Lucas Ray Mills
Innocent Christian Ikenna Okeke
Katherine Diane Paine
James Joseph Parker
Cortney Jaye Phillips
Timothy Michael Pitcher
Samuel Holden Potter
Cheah EMountainSpring
Rael Whitsitt
Carter Carson Savage
Christopher Alan Schilz
Brant Christopher Schoenvogel
Shelby Rene’ Seabedranch
Micah Elizabeth Shackel
Kelly Brooke Show
Kaelen K. Sievers
Julia Ann Sowders
Stewart James Stone
Matthew William Stoner
Matthew Robert Swanson
Logan Wayne Taylor
Rebecca Lynne Thompson
Dawson R. Tolley
Blake Tyler Vallon
Shambria Trishay Washington
Elizabeth Claire Wells
Allonte’ Wingate

Department of Animal Science

Master of Agriculture

Animal Science

Robin Katherine Anderson
Kalee Amanda McCann
Corie Leigh Ritter

Shelby Renee Sims
Presley Elizabeth Wilson

Master of Equine Industry Management

Equine Industry Management

Brooke Megan Wharton
Master of Science

Animal Science

Kirstin Michelle Burnett
Kyle Ross Caldwell
Luiz Fernando Dias Batista
Morgan Katharine Foster

Megan Nevada Hall
Lokesh Motanam
Emily Pauline Rushing
Brittany Leigh Silvers

Physiology of Reproduction

Robyn Marie Moses

Bachelor of Science

Animal Science

Bailey Michelle Abbott
Xavier Nasser Ahmed
Madison Katherine Anderson
Corina Michelle Arambula
Alice Archuleta
Megan Marie Atkinson
Kianna A. August
Alexandria Jade Beale
Ashley Nicolle Beck
Brittany Jo Beggs
Loren Christopher Benedict
Jacey Brooke Biggs
Hannah Cady Blount
Dora Margarita Bogran Pineda
Travis James Bonner
Rebecca Michelle Bonta
Sydni Elise Borders
Abigail Lee Boudreau
Morgan Gail Bridges
Makenzie Ann Brown
Alyssa Kire Bruce
Stephanie L. Bullard
Daniella Anna Burleson
Carsyn E. Burney
Bethany Ann Busa
Regan Paige Capers
Jazmin Carrillo
Marisol E. Castro
Gabriella Alexis Cerda-Rivera
Kaitlin Elizabeth Chambless
Elise Belen Chaudet
Toby Milton Coggins
Kaleigh Elizabeth Coltz
Matthew Benjamin Conrad
Alexandra Danee Corpus
Kelsey Lynn Covington
Abigail Caitlin Cowart
Kathia Cristales

Sarah Ann Crum
Shelley Annette Curry
Hailey L. Daugherty
Ashley Renee Davidson
Andrew Christopher Deleon
Mackenzie Renee Dennis
Kendall Renea DeWitt
Ana Cristina
Diaz Covarrubias Meza
Daemary W. Diaz
John Michael Doll
Brayden Lavery Dover
Karina Katherine Duran
Cole Thomas Estes
Joshua Hamilton Evans
Michael David Farner
Ruth Constance Fauber
Lauren Denise Felder
Dominique Reid Fields
Jordan Keller Fisher
Ashley Rose Franco
Angelica Rose Frazer
Nicholas Hansen Free
Tanna Kate Furry
Reagan Nicole Gallagher
Ali Clare Garcia
Iris Elizabeth Garcia
James Martin George
Brandon Michael Gigout
Nadia Karina Gomez
Jessica Gonzalez
Leola Fernanda Gonzalez
Tyler James Graham
Cheyenne Renee Green
Tessa Andree Guerra
James Connor Hardy
Megan Jennell Hargett
Paige Nicole Hastie
Christie Allison Terhune
Bailey Nichole Thelen
Rosston Scott Thomas
Haley Brooke Thurman
Bianca Renee Torres-Crowder
Nicole Lyn Tribo
Bianca Aracely Vancini
Luis Eduardo Velazquez
Tatiana Emilia Vergara
Valarie Danielle Verstuyft
Matthew John Vitacca
Khirstyn Lien Vu
Kaine Alaxander Warnken
Emily Dorthy Watson
Shawn Garrett Wehmeyer
Shiloh Bethany Weirich
Casey Alexis Welsh
Hannah Grace Werner
Natalie Nicole Westmoreland
Whitney Lauren Whitsel
Dillon Darnell Williams
Taylor Christine Williams
Caroline Marie Wilson
Jason Lane Winkler
Luke Michael Yargo
Hope Linae Zaruba
Taylor Ann Zawacki
Krista S. Ziolkowski
Sara Caitlin Zunker

Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics
Master of Science
Biochemistry
Susan Campbell Fults
Jasmine Thanh Nguyen
Bachelor of Science
Biochemistry
* Liliana Abigail Abrego Hernandez
Abdullah Bassam Abu Altemen
Rohan Raj Agnihotri
Shawn Aji Alex
* Mayur Bansal
* Mariah Lyn Bartz
* Grace Anne Chen
* James Ethan Crocker Corban
Cristian Alejandro Davila
Septiimu Cristian Demeter
James Andrew Garcia
* Anthony J. Garibay
Brenda Aguilar Godoy
* Adam Frank Gutfranski
* David Matthew Hendrix
* Sandra Pamela Juarez
Kyung Ho Jung
Junho Lee
* Ryan John Lynch
Jonathan R. McCormack
Amir Melek
* Alexis Jean Moreno
* Ali Nabhani
Elyssa Cassidy Nunez
Thomas James Patterson III
* Gary Phan
Victor Hugo Portillo
Nathaniel Alexander Purdy
* Rohit Raina
* Shae Lynn Shodrock
Fahida Sherefedin Surur
Hui Xian Tan
Francisco Javier Torres III
* Alison Claire Vicary
Jaye Anthonette Wilson
Genetics
Kevin Paul Adams, Jr.
* Elizabeth Alvarez Hernandez
Yusra Aziz
* Abby Alane Barnett
Erica Marie Branham
Morgan James Chapman
Sarah Korrine Couvillion
Kim T. Dang
Duha Moawia Elfaki Yahia
Eldow

* Double Major
* Raena Lin Eldridge
Sebastian Godoy
Christiana Alexis Koufteros
Khuram Ahmed Mamji
Dylan Bryan McBee
* Carolina A. Monterrey
Ariela Damaris Moreno
Vijay Sunil Nair
Anthony Abraham Obeid
Francisca Chinyere Ogwuegbu
Nicolas Perdomo

Katie Eileen Ray
Benjamin Austin Rogers
Sanchit Sabharwal
Lauren N. Sampson
* Ashley Noel Sanfelippo
Shana Sabra Sauer
Savannah Marie Schneemann
Brooke Alexandra Seeker
* Jason Howard Snowden
* Benjamin Maurice Thomas, Jr.
Kayla Grae Woodson

Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Agricultural Systems Management

Cameron James Abatti
Maxwell Lewis Anderson
Dalton Lynn Askew
Chayse Loran Black
John David Duus
Hayden Clemence Ebeling
Samuel Patrick Evans
Richard Brett Fowler, Jr.
Garrett Bryce Gallagher
Parker Daniel Goebel
Payton Warner Gray
Austin Tyler Hernandez
Jon Mitchell Hutto
Tanner Everett Lund
Bailey Joseph Matschek
Trey Elliott McGilvray
Micah Thomas Murphy

Tyler Joseph Novak
Colt Riley Pearson
Jazzmyne Alexandria Pearson
Adam Michael Rakowicz
John Charles Scaife
Rachael Elizabeth Stapper
Curtis Ray Steger II
Cody Bradley Stovall
Logan Lane Sunvison
Kyle Thomas Thibodeaux
Abby Danielle Thompson
Zane Grey Wallace
John Blake Whitley
Lucas Ryan Wise
Dauson Roy Wittner
Cole Scott Yanta

Department of Ecology and Conservation Biology

Master of Science

Ecosystem Science and Management

Christopher Edward Adkison
Nathaniel Bernard Gronewold

Harrison Donald Raub

Bachelor of Science

Ecological Restoration

* Michael Gordon Behrendt
* Hailey Nicole Chapman
* Zakary Cole Derouen
* Toni Thomas Drummond
* Manuel Romeo Flores III
Jake Micheal Hafermalz

Patricia Morales
Madeline Marie Sambrano
Carson Lee Vecera
Jackson Marshall Vineyard
Daniel Joseph Warfield
Layne McKenzie Wells

* Double Major
Forestry

Fernando Emilio Chavez
* Stetson Cole Dierlam
Elijah Francis Klopatek
* Paul Allen Lambert
* Dayziah Angel Marie Petruska
Carter Matthew Posey

* Marcus Rose
Rebecca Ann Sanchez
Emily Ellen Stover
Adam Michael Webb
John Cornelius Woulfe

Renewable Natural Resources

Collin Wade Bowen
Coral Lydia Ann Busch
Jacob Andrew Cooper
Kayla Kristine Driver
Haylee Renae Head
Blaine Hunter McCullars

Mark Allen Nash, Jr.
* Susannah Stewart Saathoff
Dillon Matthew See
Cole Martin Stalnaker
Madison Kay Taylor
Vitaly Ray Vogelman

Spatial Sciences

Blaine Henry Besetzny
Landon Ray Johnstone
* Matthew Jacob Madewell

Samuel K. Moore
* Taylor John Pampinella
* Thomas Lawrence Pitts

Department of Entomology

Master of Science

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Toan Hoang

Entomology

Dayvion Reshaud Adams
Lauren Kate Crumley
Kyle Andrew Gilder

Subin Babu Neupane
Jeffrey Chi-Fai Yung

Bachelor of Science

Entomology

Marina Joy Conner
Jordan Russell Cornell
Katherine Elizabeth Donovan
Emile Fierro Morel
Michael Stephan Fischer
Michel Javier Hernandez
Gillian Schubert Lane
Stephen Colton Matcha

Ragan Breigh Miller
Sabrina Valdez Quintanilla
Franchesca Isabella Rodriguez
Myrah Elizabeth Rogers
Jared Rowland Salin
Josephine Diane Starnes
Jose Christopher Torres

* Double Major
Forensic and Investigative Sciences

Marguerite Nicole Anderson
Ryan Joseph Bannister
Andrew Zinedine Bejean
Mika Marie Campos
Andrew Brock Chapman
Lyann W. Chen
* Alexandra Cameron
  Devany-Laughed
  Stephanie Flores
  Samantha Rose Franklin
  Marcelino Gonzalez, Jr.
  Raven Lee Johnson

Sydney Belle Key
Samantha Nicole Oakley
* Andreana S. Rios
  Maia Teresa Rubiano
* Harlee Marie Schneider
  William Henry Shirley
  Jolie Fisher Starling
  Katrina Ganzon Tan
  Emma Christine Thompson
  Tessa Alexandra Toler
  * Molly Lou Totten

Department of Food Science and Technology

Master of Agriculture

Food Science and Technology

Jeffrey A. Colburn

Master of Science

Food Science and Technology

John Patrick Sullivan

Bachelor of Science

Food Science and Technology

Amber B. Compton
Bryan Cornejo
David Joshua Cornejo
Rachel Brooke Crutchfield
Audrey Cerise De La Zerda
Ariel Kalila Demotte-Carter
Michael Justin Diehl
Hayden Dunham
Priscilla Fang

Christopher Ming-Yong Goh
Andrew Carter Hayden
Victoria Elizabeth Miller
Johnna Marie Pieniazek
Jennifer Elizabeth Ramos
Lauren Elyse Rohloff
Jack Thomas Schutt
Kyle Nelson Sharpe

Department of Horticultural Sciences

Master of Agriculture

Horticulture

Jaimi Coward Washburn

* Double Major
Master of Science

Horticulture

Samikshya Bhattarai
Carlos Rafael Elizondo
Stella Nayen Kang

Seza Noyan
Qiushuo Song
Jordan Peter Tolley

Bachelor of Arts

Horticulture

Martin Wesley Holmes
Peyton Grace Oliver
Bonnie Gwen Rankin

Iliana Rodriguez
Olivia Emilee Schaff
Melissa Ruth Virnau

Bachelor of Science

Horticulture

* Marissa Renée Bazan
  William Jackson Bean
  Christopher Raef Biddison
  Adalynn Lanette Brock
* Jacob Owen Brown
  Matthew Liam Dixon
  Matthew James Eaton
  Zachary Kyle Fischer
  Suzannah Jean Frazelle
  Amanda Paige Gambaiana
  Keely Beth Gillit
  Megan Nicole Lauderdale

Ashley Caroline Madden
Kassidy Lydia McCabe
Colton John Ploch
Skylar Nicole Scheifelle
Ben Durward Smesny
Sarah Gene Storey
Megan Kimberly Teale
Iris Tsing
Wallace P. Wilkins, Jr.
Ashleigh Kaye Willis
Yilin Zhu

Department of Nutrition

Master of Science

Nutrition

Olawunmi Tolulope Ilesanmi

Bachelor of Science

Nutrition

Zenaida Alaniz
Sarah Elizabeth Alling
Matthew Ray Alvarado
Catherine Olivia Arida
Caitlyn Emily Baker
Lauren Ann Barley
Megan Elizabeth Brown
Riley Dee Brown

Michael Gage Bruner
Hailey Nicole Burgen
Tanner Ray Campbell
Sadie Layne Campman
James Michael Carpio
Sara Elizabeth Cathey
Ada Bonnie Chau
Stephanie Ching-Ting Chau

* Double Major
Daniel Chen
Madison Phillips Chenoweth
Natalie Lynn Cooley
Grace Anne Covey
Kathryn Ann Crouch
MacKenzie Jule Cruse
Nicole Ashley Delacruz
Makenzie Lee Dockery
Giavoni Dayne Donato, Jr.
Jessica Lee Dorey
Andrew Michael Duplant
Luke William Eldore
Dylan Joseph Emerson
Nadia Rae Esquivel
Jennifer Nicole Faldyn
Kylea Regan Fleming
Morgan Elizabeth Gaitan
Andrea Kelsey Ganthner
Danielle Garcia
Jessica Leigh Hoener Gondran
Natalie Nicole Gonzalez
Sydney Sarah Gordon
Sarah Elizabeth Gregory
Hannah Marie Groff
Megan Shea Hamilton
Micah Elizabeth Harding
Elizabeth Danielle Haynes
Nicolas Shane Hesseltine
Madison Ryan Holle
Allison Renee Hurt
Dominique Aisha Ibarra
Alissa Marie Johnson
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Catherine Therese Kent
Ashley M. Kethan
Nazaneen Nikki Khairandish
Robin Ananda Kratt
Amanda Kate Lawler
Elise Renea Lilya
Anna Elise Linthicum
Kathryn Elizabeth Lopez
Assem Makzoumi
Madison Nicole Malcik
Sofia Nicole Malvaez
Julian Francisco Martin
Demetria Renea Mays
Ruth Alexa Mejia
Ryan M. Miller
Samuel Blake Mitchell
Amber Ann Muhammad
Halle Gene Newell
Matthew Minh Tri Nguyen
Hannah Hoan-My Nguyen-Cao
Aylin Fabiola Ortiz
Katherine Grace Patton
Lauren Grace Pedde
Sharon Nikolle Perez Nunez
Angela Kisakye Pourrajabi
Kristina Ann Reppond
Megan Elaine Riggs
Megan Emily Rios
Courtney Renee Rispoli
Wade Anthony Romaguera
Miranda Nicole Rosas
Peyton Kay Rumbaugh
Mary Marshall Ryan
Lauren Michelle Sanchez
David Anthony Sauceda
Jessica Joy Ellen Scheve
Lydia Ruth Schinnerer
Alyson Patricia Shahab
Nicholas Bernard Singleton
Courtney Elyane Smith
Anna Elizabeth Solcher
Elizabeth Vaughn Solcher
Carolyn McKay Spear
Kristina F. Suarez
Sarah Katherine Swiney
Priscilla Aesu Tubbs
Ellie Jade Tuchaai
Mikaela Rene Ustoy
Rupak Uyyalada
Sarah Elizabeth Vanderpol
Samuel Vazquez Gutierrez
Leonel Gerardo Vazquez
Kaitlin Marie Warner
Haley Marie Wendel
Emily Katherine Wilson
Leah Jean Wilson
Mary Margaret Wilson
Hilary Sook-Dock Woo
Rachel Marie Wood
Susan Ahmad Ziad

Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology

Master of Science

Plant Pathology

Kelsey Lynn McWilliams
Ashrafou Ouro-Djobo
Bachelor of Science

Bioenvironmental Sciences

Taylor Rene Alvarado  Leonardo Alonso Martinez
Ariel Evan Black    Alexandria Hope
Evan Michael Carrube  Mayorga Nestler
Eligio Cisneros    Kaitlyn Marie McCarthy
Ana Karen Colindres  Vajra S Mehta
Teagan A. Cooper    Benjamin Maalik Moore
Brooke Katelyn Cotter  Ashley Jade Mora
Valeria Crespo-Ritchie  Katherine Anne Olive
Anthony Michael Ericksen  Analisa Rene Oviedo-Gomez
Jesus Alberto Espinoza, Jr.  Samuel Richard Owens
Allison Lindsey Frueh  Thomas Gerald Pineda
Kendall Marie Grier  Jordan Lee Rosales
Ariana Lenae Henry  Matthew Scott Rubenstein
James Benjamin Higgins  Javera McArthur Ryscavage
* Lisa Christine Howes  Nicole Taylor Sleiman
  Jaret Reid Huddleston  Ashley Nicole Tate
  Graham Michael Hults  Taylor Michelle Tulloch
  Madison Paige Kettler  Kalei Venner
Michelle Ann Kirchman  Lauren Melissa Waters
Aaron Francis Knight  Daniel Albert Yeager

Environmental Studies

Jacob Baruch Birenbaum  Yadira Hernandez-Plascencia
 Stephen Vic’Dankion Blair  Courtney Marie Maher
 Evan Michael Dupont  Parker Asa Norton
 Kathryn Patricia Gonzalez  Kelsey Paige Sevcik

University Studies

Andrew Chad Fischer  John Owen Roberts
Dalton John Kennett

Department of Poultry Science

Master of Agriculture

Poultry Science

Brittany Renee Franks  Destinee Denise Vargas
Ehsan Pakar

* Double Major
Master of Science
Poultry Science
Austin Michael Stiewert

Bachelor of Science
Poultry Science

Zachary James Akers
Nathan Philip Anders
John Reid Bailey
Colton Layne Barksdale
Bryce Steven Basso
Clayton Richard Bill
Dalton Gerard Dennehy
Alfred Trey Dimas
Ryan Evan Friedrichs
* Laney Elizabeth Froebel
Mark Hayden Harris
Holleigh Rebekah Hollis
McKayla Delys Hudson
Brad Sawyer Knox
Trey A. Landry
Bryce A. Leopold

Allison C. Milby
Lawrence Michael Mixon
Jacob Hubert Mohr
Jose Amado Olalde
Anna Maria J. Puckett
Karla Daniela Resendiz
Alexandria Elaine Rosario
* Colton Roy Russell
Aaron A. Smith
Samantha R. Stevens
Sandy Alyssa Tepp
Ryan Christopher Wall
Zachary Riedel Wilson
Christopher Lee Zavodny
Bryce Alan Zimmerhanzel

Department of Rangeland, Wildlife and Fisheries Management

Master of Natural Resources Development

Natural Resources Development

Paul Kelby Goetze
Chaylum Harvey Hogue

Marie Christine Payne
Sarah Gossett Robinson

Master of Science
Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences

Brandon Chase Bowers
Grayson Matthew Clark
Rachael Leann Connally
Drew S. Finn
Faith O. Hardin
Allison Kristen Kohler

Mathew Max Kramm IV
Adriana Mendez-Jimenez
Alexis Rae Pence
Jaileen Rivera
Lilianna Krisko Wolf

Master of Wildlife Science

Wildlife Science

Kerrie Lynn Farrar
Mason Michelle Lee

* Double Major
Bachelor of Science

Rangeland Ecology and Management

Garrett Harrison Beaty  John Lucas Sykes Mannix
Spencer Mark Michael Bramlett  Myles Grant Martinez
Lanna Stapper Freeman  Jacob Davis Nelson
* Austin Ryan Kelly  Timothy Joel Tokash
Shane Guilford Kurtz  Jonathan Michael Webb
Omar Cesar Maldonado  Kenneth Don Wolf III

Renewable Natural Resources

Jacob Eli Dyson  Stephanie Beth Willey
Alejandro Jose Urteaga

Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences

Abigail Marie Adams  Madeliene L. Hipp
Janecia Latrice Anderson  Jennifer Glenn Hollowell
Samantha Bailey Argubright  Richard Colin Hoover
Nicole Anne Arceo Autea  Ashley Rea Hubbard
Kelly John Bacile  Amanda Jean Huddleston
Mitchell Ryan Ballis  Samantha Elizabeth Huntley
Savannah Hope Benavides  Jacob Israel Johnson
Elena Berumen  Delalene Elizabeth Kelley
Kelsey Danielle Bier  Anna Blaire Lad
Daniel Crumbley Blair  Logan Lane Lancaster
Madison Lynn Blice  Wade Thomas Ledbetter
Brittney Nicole Bower  Chase Bradley McEachern
Paul Riley Bowles  Hannah Nicole McKenzie
Josanne Molina Brown  Jon Michael McLeod
Taylor Ashley Burson  Madison Emily Messina
Audrey Nicole Carlos  Isabel Alejandra Mireles
Seth Christopher Carter  Madison Noel Mize
Rebecca Chase Castro  Victoria Yvonne Muehr
Emily Michelle Chandler  Kristin Suzanne Alise Munsch
Kyle Austin Collins  Sam Bryan Pence
Chloe Elaine Dannenfelser  Olivia Taylor Price
Brooke Elizabeth Denniss  Allison Aleene Pullin
Monica Claire Dooley  Katherine Isabel Purdie
Austin Boone Eickhoff  Lillian Ruth Reed
Matthew Gilstrap Ellis  Jack J. Richison III
Asican Ercan  Taylor Elise Riser
Michaela Corrine Fernandez  Tomas Manuel Rodriguez
Darren Taka Fillman  * Morgan Elizabeth Rogers
Stephen Liska Fowler  Zachary Edward Schneider
Crystal Michelle Garcia  Kaitlyn Marie Skinner
Colson Mackay Ginger  Clara Ann Smejkal
Gage Ryan Grantham  Kyle Jacob Smith
Reese Patrick Grassel  Shannon Fitzgerald Spragg
Margaret Grace Guy  Amanda Jane Stuart
Jarrett Francis Herman  Aubree Elizabeth Tostado
Alexis Suzanne High  Justin Nolan Tracy
Alexandra Camille Hinshaw  Diana Candelaria Vazquez

* Double Major
Karleigh Susanna Vestal
Aliyah Brianna Kayla Watts
Kaleb Mills Wilson

Rachel Leigh Wilson
Corrin Caelyn Winter
Logan Thomas Wirth

Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences

Master of Science
Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences

Kaulin J. Andric
Lauren Mackenzie Derebery

Valeria Ortega
Lauren Elizabeth Shively

Bachelor of Science
Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences

Matthew Charles Albrecht
DeLanie Hope Allen
Romeo Alvarado
Alexi Erica Arstein
Drew Allie Bates
Dylan John Bates
Samantha Nicole Beiter
Hannah Ryan Bishop
Victoria Louise Bitner
Brittany D. Bosenbark
Madison Brooke Botkin
Jacob Aaron Boyer
Jessica Margaret Boyle
Sarah Diane Bryant
Jon Drew Kirkpatrick Burt
Camille Rose Carter
Clifford Chattman, Jr.
Donald Howard Clapp
Caitlin Taylor Colborn
Taylor L. Cole
Ian William Coleman
Katie Kathann Crawford
Thomas Robert Croft, Jr.
Emily Kaye Dedmon
Luke James DeFatta
Sarah Kristine Driver
Kassandra Eloisa Espinoza
Olivia Rose Farrell
Jean Margaret Ferguson
Dryden Elizabeth Frank
Carter N. Freas
Hannah Renee Freund
Branaun Anthony Galentine
David Martin Gallagher
Darby Ann Gardner
Sean Michael Giffin
Sarah Claire Gilliam

Kathleen Marie Guerra
Brandie Marie Guice
Ann-Marie Denys Haley
Faith Ann Heitz
Emma Ruth Hileman
Justin Wayne Holifield
Shelby Grace Hotz
Sarah Elizabeth Jimenez
Brandon Leif Johnson
Matthew Morgan Kearney
Kylie Anise Killough
Rachel M. Kimball
Angela Nicole Krupp
Leah Sue Lancaster
Noah Skender Lira
Katy June MacManus
Clayton Dean Mannen
Lorelei Aubrey Mellenbruch
Jamie Nicole Minter
Coby Joseph Moscowitz
Conner Lawson Moskal
Emily Elizabeth Nash
Abigail Rose Newman
Sarah Elizabeth Oelze
Colton Henry Orsak
Casandra Elyse Owens
Carly Brooke Pappert
Shawna Joelle Parks
David Joseph Pham
Nicole Catherine Polites
Lauren Marie Rachuba
Mari-Tate Makensey Roush
Abigail Marie Sandy
Rylan Kathleen Schroeter
John Coleman Schuelke
Caterina Francesca Serna
Cailey Nicole Solis
Angela Victoria Squiric
Amber Elizabeth St. John
Parker Robert Sullins
Evan McCoy Tidwell
Audrey C. Vanderzyl
Jacob Gregory Vasquez
Sylvia Lyn Vause

Thomas Murrell Vincent
Cody Wade West
Madison Kaye Witherwax
Allison Nicole Wong
Andrew David Wong
Jessy Lemon Zarate

Department of Soil and Crop Sciences

Master of Science

Agronomy
Josiane Carla Argenta
William Jackson Bowling
Garrett T. Flores
Morgan Elizabeth Hermes

Zachary Steven Howard
Jennifer MacMillan
Cynthia Sias

Molecular and Environmental Plant Sciences
Gali Bai

Weixi Zhu

Plant Breeding
Martin Carlos Costa
Daniel Shaw Crozier
Mehmet Dogan

Mitchell Allen Kent
Nick Taylor Porter
Selfinaz Kubra Velioglu

Soil Science
Sarah Nicole Balke

Andrew Clifton Lee

Bachelor of Science

Plant and Environmental Soil Science
Emily Elizabeth Bush
Ashley Nicole Carter
Susana Castillo
Morgan Ashley Combs
* Shelby Danielle Ferguson
Nickolas Allen Frisbee
Cody J. Garcia
Marla Karina Garza
William Eli Goad II
Dillon Dean Harper
Robert Anthony Hedrick
Regina Nicole Hernandez

Garrett Ray Jones
Daniel Ray Lavy
Sarah Lorraine Marsh
Alejandra Martinez
Jared Mitchell Meyer
Michael Dylan Mullins
Megan Lelayna Rasefske
Bailey Anne Scogin
Ezekiel Elias Soto
Ashtyn Lee Stufflebeam
Ross Alesandro Trevino
Maria Guadalupe Velazquez

* Double Major
Turfgrass Science

Kevin Daniel Cloud
Ryan Edward Earp
Caroline Marie Gavranovic

College of Geosciences

Presented by Dr. Debbie Thomas, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Geoscience

Zachary Joseph Adams
Nicole Alessandra Ballas
Tara Aecia Barber
Paige Elizabeth Bartine
Maryam A. Cheta
Kirsten Nicole Emery
Gianfranco Cristoforo Fasula
Philip Wayne Gray
Angela Christine Guerrero
Courtney Nicole Hill
Leah Nicole Hirtriter
Elizabeth Jane Knapp
Sydney Marie Knodl
Jackson Curlin Talley Malone
Samuel Paul Marquardt
Tram Que Nguyen
Michaela Marie Norris

Xiao Ming Matthew Ooi
Priscila Paez
Samuel Clarence Polis
Caleb Wayne Richter
Salvador Levin Rodriguez
Jonathan D. Rolling
Jonathan Michael Rosko
Allison Carlene Sanborn
Carlee Joan Schnee
John David Scroggins
Samantha Elaine Sellers
William Thomas Shipman
Chad B. Southerland
Yijun Sun
Emily Anne Wright
John Robert Wynkoop, Jr.

Environmental Studies

Bailey Noel Bertolino
Mason Glen Calahan
Skye Ariel Callen
Caroline A. Cameron
Camille Marissa Carter
Elijah Loeha Tasuke Chang
Rafiah Iqbal Chohan
Grace Meishui Cone
Trisha Nya Edwards
Lane Shaw Evers
Sarah Brooke Fischer
Vanessa Yasmin Flores
Corey Jacob Friesenahnn
Cole Edward Gabelman
Lori Garcia
Meghna Ann George
Jordan Michael Graf
Teodora Maria Gutierrez
Anders Johan Jacobson
Caitlin Bernadette-Le Keating

Jenna Lynn Kieschnick
Cameron L. Lamont
Alexis Liann Lemos
Benjamin A. Longbottom
Ryan O’Neill Marrero-Vila
Lauren Pauline Mims
Erin Parker
James L. Porter
Zackary Kurtz Randolph
Ailsa Robson
Alfredo Rodriguez, Jr.
Jordan Thomas Rogers
Brooke Lauren Salisbury
Jillian Claire Sanders
Kristen Sheila Sarna
Evan Joseph Schaff
Campbell Elizabeth Schwartz
Mosunmolua Grace Sogunle
Francesca Jassmine Spell
Chase Evin Spicak
Maggie Elizabeth Sullivan
Clyde Maurice Swann III
Monika Louise Symonds
John Charles Tye IV
Shannon Uptmor

Amber L. Walker
Taylor Hannah Wells
Margaret Delaney Weston
Karlie Ann Wilkinson
Holly Hannah Wood

Department of Atmospheric Sciences

Master of Science

Atmospheric Sciences

Yoon So Kang
Scott Evan Meyer
Jacob Charles Muller

Bachelor of Science

Meteorology

Jack Anton Bednarz
Lauren Victoria Bostwick
Hudson James Boyle
Erin Nicole Butitta
Brandon Scott Gale
Carlos Gonzales, Jr.
Connor Yuji Kishiyama
Daniel Gerald Mathewson
Megan Ashley Mathis
Mia Madeleine Montgomery
Abigail Renee Pettett
Justin Relton Spotts

Department of Geography

Master of Geoscience

Geoscience

Paul John Barth
Jeremy Lynn Creel
Mark Dombroski
Mauro Giovanni Da Silva Garcia
Marissa Nicole Garza
Garrison Taylor Goessler
Morgan Danielle Hawkins
Andrew David Henry
Joshua William Judman
Boyd Albert Katzmann
Talmadge Keith McQueen
Robert Franklin Murray III
Onisobuana Richard Mills Osuamkpe
Rebecca Jean Otoole Cox
Cristina Palomino
Corbin Keefe Richards
Rachael Elizabeth Ryan
Allen Christopher Sandwell
Ethan Porter Schuth
Elena Victoria Sherriff
Jacqueline Miyuki Tamashiro
Christopher Leland Terry
Emmanuel Vasquez Gonzalez
Benjamin Marcelo Villalobos
Joshua Kabel Willis
Nicholas Tyler Wisniewski
Master of Science

Geography

Bradley Allen Barger
Matthew Austin Billman
Michael Seth Bunsen
Kelli Michelle Condina

Daniella G. Edey
Dongshuo Lu
Taylor Michelle Siskind
Andrew Crockett Walter

Water Management and Hydrological Science

Patrick Carpenter
Vanessa Yvonne Limon

Aaron Pena Rodriguez
Destiny Rene Russell

Master of Water Management

Water Management and Hydrological Science

Isabella Rezende Garrone
Michael William Kenny

Claire Elise Stephenson
James Michael Totten

Bachelor of Science

Geographic Information Science and Technology

Luke Benjamin Anderton
Maura Patricia Sebastiao
Antonio
Maximiliano Arguindegui
Mitchell Aaron Cameron
Hermes Fabian Chavez
Joshua D. Childs
Nick Nam Quoc Dang
Ryan Wesley Earl
Catherin Ann Franklin
Jesus Gabriel Velasquez
Seth Stephen Grasshoff
Carson Wesley Green
Michael Anthony Lanese IV
Zachary Tyler Lansford
Kyle Bryce Lloyd

Kayla Michelle Martinez
Macie Marie Mateja
Tanner Jack May
Christian Erwin Montgomery
Conner Michael Pierce
Robin Stephanie Pierce
Cordell B. Rodriguez
Eric Joseph Rostkowski
Schuyler Montgomery Shuck
John Radford Timberlake
Ivan Grigorievich Vidishev
Matthew Chase Waddell
Brian Caleb Whatley
Montana Caldwell Whatley
Arielle Vienna Wood
Collin Nicholas Woolsey

Geography

Andre Joseph Abeto
Augustin Lorenzo Garcia
Keller Reece Herrin
Aidan Matthew Kress

Valeriya Igorevna Kuvshinova
William Brandon Mann
Omar Pina
University Studies

Bryan Idar Agosto                  Michael Andrew Sherrod
Selin Serra Cimen                 Lee Tung Sun
Colton Patrick McAfee             Kolby Bryce Yates
Taylor Wayne Rodieck

Department of Geology and Geophysics

Master of Science

Geology

Abdullah Abdulrahman M Alkhaldi         Scott Raymond Lakeram
Bryce B. Barney                      Eileah Renee Sims
Felipe Gustavo Becker               Sebastian F. Smith
Jonathan Robert Fry               Yinuo Wang

Geophysics

Kathie Alexandra Guerra            Patrick Robert Nebel

Bachelor of Arts

Geology

John Burton Barnes IV               Juan C. Gonzalez
Charles Perry Bruce              Clayton Wayne Merrill
Jinjin Chen                       Tanner Sheldon Schovajsa
Keatyn Rae Gleaves                Warren Houston Smith

Bachelor of Science

Geology

Oliver Edgardo Bernal             Lucky Yolanda Marchelino
Barry Gunner Boler                  Jack Riley McLaughlin
Alejandra Ivonne Briseno            Robert Alan Millar
Miriaha Elizabeth Caddie          Abraham Muniz
Cody Wayne Calhoon                 Liam Alexander Norris
Kristin Lynn Dickerson            Godswill Godwin Peter, Jr.
Emily Sarah Fischer               Savannah Marie Rains
Justin Matthew Friend             Maria Raquel Rodriguez
Efrain Garcia III                  Cody Hunter Rolfs
Garrett Joseph Gonzalez           Jordan Anthony Rosales
Calli Emma Gray                   Lia Marie Schexnayder
Jasmin Guzman                     Gabriela Guadalupe Serpas
Hailey L. Hanigan                  Emma Marie Tatge
Alaina Diane Kaplani               Kaitlin Marie Thibodeaux
Kristen Colette Koppel             Christina Sophia Tsoucalas
Morgan Hope Krauss                Rachel Kaitlyn Uecker
Connor James Lofton                Morgan Elizabeth Underwood
Christiana Courtney Looke          Connor Madeline Wichterich
Jillannie Aafarie Lowenfield
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Geophysics

Khalid Abdullah Alghamdi
Alexi K. Allen
Garcia Joao Bongo
Enrique Chiriboga La Mota

Brendan Vihelm Christensen
John Carlo Garcia
Erik Samuel Lavespere
Alec Lee Sudtelgte

Department of Oceanography

Master of Geoscience

Geoscience

Zoe Penelope Cares

Master of Ocean Science and Technology

Ocean Science and Technology

Elizabeth Jimenez
Garrett Ian Marzolf

Samuel Clarence Polis

Bachelor of Science

Oceanography

Kelsey Ann Gibbons
Samantha Claire Longridge

Charlotte Fair Miller

College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences

Presented by Dr. Elizabeth Crouch, Associate Dean

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Farid Josueh Abarca Realegeno
Ashley Ann Abraham
Jennifer Edith Aguiler\a
Prince Opoku Agyapong, Jr.
Sara Ahmed
Anisah Lozano Ali
Langley Ann Allen
Ghassan Ahmad Alyaseen
Emerald Paige Amos
Austin Ryan Anderson
Jack Daniel Anderson
Taylor Alena Anderson
Skylar Brooke Andrews
Christopher Ifeoluwa Anjorin
Molly E. Anthony
Ogechukwu Stella Anwaegbu

Alice Archuleta
Maria Alicia Arguello
David Argylean
Alexandria Cruz Armendarez
Maria Atanasiu
Elizabeth Anne-Mercedes
Atteberry
Rosa Angelica Aviles
Daniela Lizbeth Avilez
Harismitha Ayyappan
Nikko Antonio Baez
Jaime Baeza
Priyadarshini Bandypadhyay
Mariah Janae Barry
Pearl Barua
Bryan Edward Bayliss
Kassidy Janzen Bego
Heidy Benitez
Menas Medhat Beshara
Payton Miller Blackburn
Ariella Brianne Bode
Amy Lauren Boenig
Sarah Elizabeth Bohac
Margo Hamilton Bolt
Madeline Sutton Bonnet
Rupsikha Bora
Lauren Marie Breazeale
Emily Taylor Broman
Cassandra Marie Brown
Sabrina Lauren Brown
Sarah Jordan Browning
Katelynn Rae Bruening
Ross Ernest Brusenhan
Rahee Dhaval Buch
Felix Tan Bui
Michael David Burleson
Faith Lauren Butler
Catherine Anne Campbell
Daniella Odette Cantu
Soledad Guadalupe Cantu
Gabrielle Claire Carroll
Jaene Cerrito
Anna Chainaranont
Nicholas Claude
Champagne-Aves
Michael Stocker Champine
Daniel Chang
Sarah May Chau
Bernice Chen
Brianna Danielle Ciminera
Amanda Leigh Clapham
Brennan Hugh Clements
Demonta Devone Coleman
Mikayla Diann Collins
Jazmin Colunga
Lily Regina Cook
Antonio Cordova
Anna R. Costello
Carol Christina Cox
Mary Martha Ellen Crabtree
Hannah Marie Curry
Bistika Dahal
Chelsa Marie Daniels
Madison Marie Davis
Nicole Rose DePadova
Kathryn Lynn Dickerson
Madison Elizabeth Ditta
Brooke Addison Diviak
Sara Michelle Dlugos
Megan Elyse Dole
Martin Donjuan
Alexis Marie Donovan
Kyra Jae Dotson
Kristen Nicole Downey
Ashley Elizabeth Driscoll
Bailey Heath Duohon
Julian Noel Edmonson
Lamya Ibrahim El Nihum
Amir Abdelnasser Eldouh
Reagan Tenille England
Vivian Lee Escalon
Lorena Espiricueta Martinez
Ana Laura Esquivel
Tyler Scott Evatt
Alexxa Dominique Facio
Ashlyn Elizabeth Fairchild
Michelle Verenice Faz
Mackenzie Nova Feagler
Kristi Ferguson
Aidan Reece Filley
Collin Print Filley
Sabrina Noelle Finley
Monica Ashlyn Fisher
Jessica Jove Flores
Bailee Marie Floyd
Samuel Dean Foley
Haley Marie Fontenot
Kameron Lorraine Foskey
Kimberly Valencia Frank
Natalie Nicole Freeman
Erykk J. Fuentes
Matthew Denton Gabel
Rachel Elise Gadbois
Hailey Caroline Gaige
Reena Hayley Gannon
Alexis T. Garcia
Christopher Augustine Garcia
Nydia Ellaine Garcia
Ruben D. Garcia, Jr.
Crystobal Andres Garza
Daniel Andres Garza
Elaina Kathryn Garza
Janessa Garza
Gordon Alexander Gatlin
Emmanuel Timilehin Gbolabo
Shohreh Ghassemi
Etiel Feshatsion Ghirmay
Shannon Marie Gibbs
Anna Maria Gibson
Lesly Fabiola Gil
Shannon Lynn Goggin
Graham Michael Goodnight
Manali Gore
Joan Margaret Griffin
Grace Gu
Caroline Elizabeth Guidry
Alexa Sophia Gutierrez
Brittany Alexandria Gutierrez
Jonah Paul Gutierrez
Mykah Evon Guy
Molly Guyette
Brianna Maive Guzman
Deborah Ha
Syed M Ahad Haidry
Colby Dale Harbuck
Haylee Rene Hardy
Jordan James Harmon
Jacob Jerome Harris
Braden Kyle Harrison
Michael Peyton Heard
Nathalie Lynn Heimeyer
Jessica Carol Hembree
Helen Johnson Hemphill
Haylee Hernandez
Samantha Shantel Hernandez
Erika Herrera
Lauren Marie Heylmun
Julie Caitlin Hill
Nicole Raquel Hill
Lindsey Adenia Hoage
Caityn Thu Hoang
Meghan Kate Hoang
Mikayla Jordan Hobbs
Matthew Christopher Hogan
William Christopher Holland
Abigail Jane Horswell
Ashley Nicole Horton
Matthew Hao Huang
Maysoon Tarique Hussain
Ashton Brooke Hutcherson
Mohan Mukunda Iyengar
Jordan Sharif Jaafar
Jenny Jeanett Jaimes Gonzalez
Erin Denise Janak
Rishi Alpesh Jethva
Brett Daniel Johnson
Leslie Annie Johnson
Sarah A. Jones
Harkiran Kaur Judge
Haania Imran Kakwan
Megan Victoria Kalpin
Jack Ryan Kelly
Cayley Grace Kent
Emily Anne Kent
Shroq O. Kesbeh
Genci Emmanuel Kleto
Alex Michael Kneller
Kristin V. Krozel
Alexandra Laila Kuck
Sarah Marie Kuriyan
Emily Elaine Lafitte
Kevin Lal
Hannah Carson Lam
Claire Elizabeth Lancaster
Tesha Elizabeth Landry
Hannah Nicole Lang
Elizabeth Marie Langley
Ashton William Lawrence
Anna Joyce Lee
Madeline Ruth Lee
Rayburn Hee Lee
Hailey Nicole Lenis
Lesley Alexandra Lerman
Grace M. Littler
Katherine Grace Lockard
Raymond Grant Loh
Elise Lopez
Shelby Lenelle Lopez
Tiana A. Lopez
Emerson T. Lout
Logan James Luzenski
Kimberley Elizabeth Lyle
Cory Joseph Mabry
Ashleigh Jo Macaluso
Madeline Anne Maguire
Waqar Makhani
Madeline Grace Malone
Rohan Manickam
Sanam Zulfikar Maredia
Rachel Lynn Marlow
Anyssa Nicole Marroquín
Louisa Christine Martin
Paxton Thomas Martin
Brianna Martinez
Elvis Rodrigo Martinez
Joe Porfirio Martinez, Jr.
Brandon Joseph Mason
Elizabeth Gracie Mathews
Madison Elizabeth Mau
Sara Elizabeth McCabe
Madeline Kayla McDaniel
Gregory R. McDonald
Jordan Taylor Meredith
Melissa Mesa
Julia Ann Meyer
Catherine A. Miller
Morgan Rae Morazzano
Ashley Jennifer Morrison
Natalie Erin Mulvihill
Chanyanuch Nakapakorn
Jennifer Michelle Narsh
John Mel Renzo Cimafranca Ngo
Alissa R. Nguyen
Kaitlynn Jan Jan Nguyen
Kevin Hai Nguyen
Monica Ngọc Nguyen
Ryan Curtis Nguyen
Zoe Marie Mai-An Norkiewicz
Joshua T. Noth
Addie M. Otterstetter
Alessandro P. Valle
Chelsea Nicole Vargas
Ximena Sarahi Vargas
Cassidy Marie Vavra
Monica Raju Vegiraju
Robert Jacob Venegas
Gaby Vera
Sabrina Nicole Verna
Kelly Kieu-My Vu
Megan Elizabeth Waldron
Ashlyn Blake Wall
Colin Ross Ward
Cooper Michael Warne
Austin Edward Warren
Sarah Frances Weaver
Yu-Ying Weng
Katlynn Nicole Wester
Jeffery Durwood White II

Lauren Elizabeth Willey
Kenesha Annette Williams
Brooke Kathleen Wilson
Erin Michele Wimberley
Matthew Brien Wofford
Madison Nicole Wood
Travis Christian Wood
Taylor Madison Woodall
Ko-Lin Wu
Zhongyi Xu
Noor Zabad
Jovesh Mohan Zachariah
Sever Mircea Zagrai
Andrew William Zarker
Angela Zhang
Haiying Zhang
Samantha Marie Zike

Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Melissa Acosta
Colton Robert Thomas Aleman
Monica Erin Angulo
Ashleigh Eileen Brand
Lily A. Bui
Cheyenne Marie Carter
Marwan Nizar Charafeddine
Timeria Juanita Carol Conley
Brittany Anne Ellen Cude
Katelyn Faye Culp
Andrew Wyatt Ezzell
Yessica Denisse Garcia Ochoa
Ciaira Savannah Garcia
Austin Steele Gomez
Courtenay Marie Haag
David John Hamilton III
Abigail Hinojosa
Audrey Marie Jadwisia
Sarah Michelle Johnson
Brianna Nicole Jovel
Lillian Elizabeth Kirbo
MaKenzie Mae Kookin
Jennifer Hoimon Lam
Estefania Magallanes
Kaitlyn Alexandra McGarry
Desirae Monique Medrano

Abril Mendoza Montenegro
Shelby Aileen Moore
Brian Hieu Nguyen
Chinedu Ikechukwu Onwumere
Monique Shonna Park
Shivam Nitin Patel
Tanvi Jai Patel
Amelia Celeste Preston
Maria Elizabeth Reyes
Tatum Renee Reyes
Haley Ann Richey
Ethan Thomas Saylor
Ian Macadam Schmidt
Jacqueline Leah Sedillo
Hannah Allyse Smith
Ansley Noelle Soth
Beth Madeleine Suttin
Ivette Tabares
Savannah Alyssa Tamayo
Brenlee M. Taylor
Alison Cynia Thomas-Geason
Jimmy Doyle Townsend IV
Brittany Nicole Vrooman
Christian Chae Walker, Jr.
Louana Esmeralda White
Alexandria Nicole Yee
Department of Veterinary Integrative Biosciences

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Krystal Nicole Braswell
Kelly Johanna Garcia
Marc H. Gohel
Christian Javier Hernandez Zegada

Jessica Ann Hoeschele
Sarah Elizabeth Otter
Celeste Coble Turner

Science and Technology Journalism

Courtney Taylor Adams
Sarah Rhoe Allen
Gwendolyn C. Inocencio

Corley-Ann Marie Parker
Madeline Victoria Patton
Emma Jan Stogsdill

Veterinary Public Health - Epidemiology

Micah James Waltz

Department of Veterinary Large Animal Clinical Sciences

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Anne Mae Nash Beckham
Chloe Elizabeth Bening

Department of Veterinary Pathobiology

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Alexander M. Aceino
Carolina Pinto Azevedo
Leta Rose Elias

Kelly Allison Head
Erica Jayne Moore
Brianne Marie Taylor

Department of Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Kathryn-Marie Dayao Cailing
Cade Christian Janke
Shengta Lee
Ryan Joseph Morse

Cassandra Suzanne Skenandore
Kathryn Haley Stiglet
DeLayne Alexis Styra
Grant Bradley Torres
Toxicology
Kristin Mary McCamy

Department of Veterinary Small Animal Clinical Sciences

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Michelle Marguerite Marie Hasiuk
March 12, 2021
—5:00 p.m. Ceremony—

Candidates for Master’s and Baccalaureate Degrees

Mays Business School
School of Public Health
College of Science

Mays Business School

Presented by Dr. Duane Ireland, Acting Dean

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration

Raed Al Azzawi
Rodrigo Aviles Miranda
Ronetta Jamecia Bagby
Regina Barillas
Sarah Katherine Barrera
Brent William Becker
Raymond Joseph Begnaud, Sr.
Ryan Christopher Bludau
Luis Armando Bodero Bullon
Darrell Ray Brandes, Jr.
Billy Franklin Brinsfield III
Michael Alan Brown
Cullen Daniel Brungs
Scott J. Buchanan
Kathryn Elizabeth Camp
Jessica Kristen Carollo
Brandon C. Carroll
Cassandra Nicole Cathey
Matthew Charles Cirella
Courtney Nicole Collier
Christopher Ford Compton
Timothy Jacob Conn
Sheri Leshae Crump
Venkata Uma Mahesh Dabbada
Vamsi C. Damaraju
Supriya Dara
Fernando Frederico Mabiala
David
Daniel Aaron
De Clute-Melancon
Carlos De la Cruz Sierra
Jeremy Walker Duncan

Ahmed Ellahi
Caroline Fluke Erck
Amine Fares
Jathan Brant Floren
Matthew Thomas Franck
Kenneth Wesley Furches
Sheila Mary George
Zaid Akhlaq Ghaznavi
Prasun Ghosh
Clinton Kyle Gregg
Mohammad Saif Aly Gul
Mohammad Sameer Aly Gul
Keith Richard Gunst
Madhur Gupta
Kishia Lynn Haberle
Azward Asfar Haider
Jeremy Glenn Hall
Mahesh Hari
Madison Rose Heck
Aaron David Heinrich
Brian Walter Heitz
Christopher Tyler Hill
Charles Wesley Hines
Vincent Jacques Hudon
Brenton James Hughes
Veronica Renee Hurtado
Sarah Michelle Hutson
Nicholas Sterling Iconos
Bryan D. Jackson
Shelby Martin Jackson
Tanner James Jackson
Sunny Praveen Jain
Jesus Hector Jimenez
Tyler Harrison Kates
Minha Peter Kim
Kevin Winston Krauss
Daniel Patrick Lackey
Mark Ibert Lane
Jiashan Lang
Lorena Lawrence
Evan J. Ledet
Andrew Jude Lewis
Cody D. Lewis
Chad Randall Littlejohn
Tessa Victoria Loftus
Jenny Ann Lozano
Nicole Eve Luongo
Manali Joella Macrae
Sumeetpal Mahal
Brandon M. Manley
William Shawn Jahmal Manning
David Christopher McCloskey
Brian McMahon
Melissa Elaine McWhirter
Jeremy Lynn Meadows
Shreya Mehrishi
Andrea M. Mejia
Casey Riley Mikus
Yannis Dionissios Minetos
Shitatrajna Mishra
Mario A. Moreno, Jr.
Lacey LeAnn Morin
Pawan Kumar Nerusu
Christopher Mason Nettles
William Bradley Norris
Olusola Adesola Opeola
Matthew David Opfer
Samuel Eli Overfelt
Rhys Kenley Ownby
Payton Lee Pape
Cameron Michael Papenfuss
Daniel Edward Parker
Guisele Nevin Parker
Daniel William Pate
Nikki Geovonta Payne
John D. Perry
Hang Thi Pham
Prajwal Pokharel
Steven Nash Porter, Jr.
Jason Phillip Pratt
Hemant Priyadarshi
William Ryan Pugh
Katie Elizabeth Ransbottom
Manoj Ravichandran
Eric Kinsey Regal
Luis Fernando Reyes
Tia Breanna Robb
Alvaro Rodriguez
George Corneliu Rogojina
Alma Delia Santes-Vargas
Derek R. Seim
Frank Sellhausen
Shique Sharice Singleton
Brooke Taylor Stephens
Brody David Stotts
Jonathan Francois Thibault
Connor James Thompson
John Daniel Tillery
Cody Ryan Trebing
Joshua Ty Trout
Cesar Manuel Umanzor
Jacqueline Van Ruiten
Like Wang
John Weiium
Christopher Andrew White
Dian Lir Widhiati
Monika K. Wielocha
Kedrick Aaron Winfield
Chandra Franklin Womack
Karen Louise Woodard

Master of Science

Analytics

Apryl Lynn Ashcraft
Malini De Banerjee
Katy Yesenia Benitez
Yining Cai
Tedman Cang
Edmond Chan
Adrian D. Cottle
Roberto Christian Cuadros
Michele Anne Davis
Chad Michael Ervin
Ralph Michael Godsey
Robert Clark Goodwin
Richard Brad Henley
Tanner Holder
Estevan Joseph Lara
Leezet Marie Llorance
Craig Russel Mann
Yacine Meridji
Jennifer Lynn Miller
Travis F. Nelson
Quoc Phu Nguyen
Joshua H. Nowitz
Candace Parsons
Braden Colby Pate
Kelly A. Pless
Kristopher Alan Rotter
Obed Sanchez Ramirez
Amber M. Sax

Krunal Vijaykumar Sharma
Julisha Uprety
Tianlu Wang
David Christopher Watkins
James Allen Webb
Michael Dale Webb
Randal Keith Windham

Adilah Amalia
Samin Zahra Arianpour
Samantha Marie Asbell
James Monroe Baker III
Hayes Renee Batterson
William Ethan Bredemeyer
Kaitlin Minh Phuong Bui
Robert Drew Burnett
RaeLee Brooke Caddenhead
Jorie Alleece Caneta
Landon Scott Cherry
Christopher Michael Collins
Lexi Mae Crabtree
Mindy Nhitien Dang
Larry X. Ding
Connor Lanier Ervin
Bailey Logan Glenn
Damian Anthony Gonzales
Alexander Charles Hebert
Carlee Elizabeth Hebert
Tanya Ittiruck

Harley A. Jacobs
Alanna Marie Jajeh
Peicong Li
Alexandra Joy Linstrom
Yamileth Lopez
Andrea Roselle Martinez
D’Angelo Jauan Miller
Hannah Joy Miller
Yasmin Pajouhafsar
Sabrina A. Rezene
Allison Elaine Richardson
Andrea Guadalupe Rodriguez
Shelby Michele Shade
Garret Matthew Sifuentez
Hudson Wells Silverman
Paul Jackson Stallings
Richard Alexander Stolle
Sydney Bryant Stuart
Thaddeus Allen Tiller
Camille Marie Van Egmond
Greyson George Womack

Bachelor of Business Administration
Business Honors

* Mary Elizabeth Amsler
* Jacy Beth Beam
* Jenna Mackenzie Bethany
* Joella Francis Bitter Leon
* Steven Walker Black
* Jacob Alexander Carroll
* Daniel Joseph Chalfin
* Lauren Elizabeth Chester
* Emily Jordan Clark
* John Collier Clayton
* Anten Lee Cordes
* Jordan H. Dick
* Audrey Elaine Donohoe
* William John Eigenbrodt
* Andrew Michael Edward Espinosa
* Mason Edward Fugger
* Matthew Jared Galvan

Hannah Renae Gawlik
* Ethan David Gleberman
* Sienna Monet Gomez
* Grant Christian Griffith
* Maxwell Herman Haager
* Mylena C. Hawkins
* Seth Brennan Jackson
* Carter Donnellan Keating
* Elizabeth Ann Key
* Kara Brooke Kinser
* Allison Faith Klimple
* Daniel L. Knisley
* Faith Gloria Knox
* Jessica Marie Lewis
* Whitney Ann Mask
* Madison Marie Maynard
* Paul Augustine McCullough
* Kelsi Caitlin McDonough

* Double Major
* Nicholas Austin Menchaca
* Keely Anne Morgan
* Molly Jean Murphy
* Bao Duy Nguyen
* Olivia Lang Norman
* Parker Lynn Posell
* Madison Ashley Pratt
* Allison Susann Riffe
* Matthew Travis Russell
* Tyler Jacob Sarna
* Anna Pham Scharpf
* William Grant Schroeder
* Philip Gregory Schwartz

* Taison Avery Seneewongs
* Ravi Shekhar
* Lauren E. Slusher
* Michael Arthur Smith
* Taryn Ann Soby
* Patrick William Sorescu
* Cory Jacob Steinmann
* Colton Wayne Taylor
* Madeline Christine Tovar
* Carolina Ruth Ustick
* Mathew Ryan Walther
* Caleigh Morgan Young

Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Kolton Reed Adams
Harrison Kyle Armstrong
Robert Rhodes Aycock, Jr.
Veronica S. Bailey
Grayson Walker Beckwith
Hunter Lee Bell
Christopher Brian Bolner II
Charlie Israel Braun III
Cailyn Marie Callahan
Faith Anne Carpenter
Anna Elaine Caton
Adrian Jose Ceja
Payal Chisolm
Mackenzie Jordan Coddington
Brent Christian Cole
Landon S. Davis
David Andrew Dawkins
Stephen Matthew De La Garza
Keila C. Delgado-Cruz
Connor Laine Dziuk
Hannah Deanne Eicke
Luke Patrick Faloona
Sean Nathan Follioder
Keenan Michael Garcia
Samuel Richard Gibbins, Jr.
Lucille Elizabeth Gift
Keaton Blair Gleim
Jessica Marie Gonzalez
Kendall Christine Goss
Carmen Danielle Grevelle
Sarah Elizabeth Hawk
Rebekah Leann Hebert
Chelsea Renee’ Henderson
Stephanie Hernandez Rangel
Sarah Gray Hudek
Mark David Jackson II
Austin Lewis Jacobs
Noah Nelson Jasek

Brock Christopher Jones
Jaylie R. Jones
Terrell D. Jones
Tyler Robert Jordan
Kristina Nicole Kamar
Mitchell Joseph Kasberg
Kendal Danae Laroque
Amber Mae Loehr
Benjamin Ryan Magby
Connor Lane Mason
John Gunn Mather
John Phillip Mavrommatis
Cole Harrison Mayer
Abiezer Porfirio Mayorga
Megan Elizabeth McRee
Kayla Marie Mesenbring
Blake William Nelson
Donald Everett Nelson
Alexandra Kaitlin Pena
Clifton Randolph Pennington, Jr.
Katherine T. Piwonka
Julia Leigh Prihoda
Alexis Rene Ramos
Walker Vazquez Register
Jessica Rodriguez
Lillian Grace Rose
Guadalupe Rueda
Phoebe Caroline Rushton
Savannah Lee Salas
Bailee Raye Sanders
Emily Grace Sanders
Trent Hall Seaman
Danielle Elizabeth Segrest
Daniel Patrick Shaunessy
Katelyn Nicole Shaw
Hannah Lee Smith
Quint Howard Smith
Rachel Elizabeth Sontag

* Double Major
Catherine Grace Stafford
Sofia Mercedes Stringfield
Morgan Elizabeth Tallent
Toriah Janae Taylor
Nathan David Touchette
Dominik Alexi Valdez
Robert Matthew Viera

Vanessa Renee Vozza
Lydia Rose Wardle
Jacob Jeffrey Wells
Daniel Lawrence Whiddon
Zachary Alexander Wood
Jacob Dugger Yarbrough

Department of Accounting
Master of Science
Accounting

Melanie Jane Allred
Frances Carol Andrews
Kayla Rachelle Anz
Sungani Banda
Brittany Nicole Becker
Kristen Danae Blanke
Cady Elizabeth Boaz
Ashlyn Jane Boone
Derek Anthony Burris
Haley Katherine Caron
Mpanga Chanda
Hunter Livingston Chastain
Stephanie Marie Chavez
Scott Christiansen
Courtney Nicole Croix
Alejandro Cruz Valle
Sophie Michelle Daily
Shane Michael Donnelly
Alison Nicole Dunn
William Thomas Echols
Kyle Andrew Engel
Kyle Patrick England
Tyler Michael Fadal
J Wyatt Fimbel
Haley Nicole Foster
Parker Neil Freeman
Irma Garduno
Garrett Lee Gregg
Adam Spencer Harrison
Andrew Guinn Hawkins
Dax Griffith Hawkins
Allison Nicole Hines
Brooke Danielle Hoffman
Luke Steven Hotchkiss
Sarah Elizabeth Hubble
Madelyn Grace Karnei
Kori Nicole King
Cody Lynn Landon Kroll
Jordan Marie Lapp
Tara Leigh Latter
Adam Philip Lawrence

Callie Ellen Lee
Matthew Blake Lindsey
Danielle Nicole Lipsey
Makenzie Anne Manning
Taylor Collin Masaryk
Sara Jane McCullar
Erin Rose McGregor
Alexandra King Metters
Joseph Thomas Moore
Joseph Michael Nacewski
Wesley Keith Nash
Braden Andrew Nemec
Alexandra Marie Nicholls
Ashley Caroline Nikolis
Elizabeth Lynn Nipper
Juan Manuel Ortiz, Jr.
Savannah Kay Parshall
Alyssie Nicole Pawelek
Leah Caitlin Perry
Eleanor Olivia Pfang
Kristin Brianne Popp
Nicholas Grey Ragland
Darby Elizabeth Ramsdell
Clay Michael Rash
Dixie Elizabeth Reel
Riley Morgan Robins
Vanessa Rodriguez
Haley Elaine Roper
Reagan Kyle Rothenberger
John Terry Schuster
Annissa Raina Senegal
Bailey Buchanan Sloan
Cameron Lee Small
Samuel Allen Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Sneed
Juliana Grace Steilen
Nathanael John Stephens
Caitlin Harris Stephenson
Zachary Gorham Sturgis
Landon Edward Sumner
Alaina Jevelle Thomas
Matthew Tyler Turney
Rylie Grace Urban
Cyan Now Vaughn
Candela Videtto
Amanda Nicole Waclawczyk
Junhan Wang
Ella Vivian Watts

David Gabriel Wells
Zachary Lynn Wilke
Clay Alan Williams
Kelly Jean Ford Woodley
Jonathan David Wright
Chelsea Shan-Ying Wu

Bachelor of Business Administration

Accounting

Warren Peter Abaoag
Lauren Hope Abiog
Rachel Inemesit Akpan-Smart
Ali Shabeer Issa Al Lawati
* Caleb Blake Allison
Melanie Jane Allred
Jacob Randall Almendarez
Lidia Elizabeth Alvarez
Matthew Eric Anderson
* Frances Carol Andrews
Kayla Rachele Anz
Robert Kent Baker
Katerina P. Barouxis
Samuel Raymond Bates
Elizabeth Claire Beaty
Brittany Nicole Becker
Katherine Anne Benandi
Rachel Katherine Berg
Julian Aaron Bettin
Cameron Ashton Beverley
Jacob Ryan Billings
* Kristen Danae Blanke
Reagan Nicole Bludau
Cady Elizabeth Boaz
Grant Thomas Bolgiano
Brady Edward Boller
Ashlyn Jane Boone
Catherine Jewel Bordano
Nolan Pierce Bradberry
Russell Curtis Braun
Ofek Brautbar
Heather Christine Brown
Kaitlin Theresa Brucher
Brady Christian Burns
Derek Anthony Burris
Jorge Luis Caballero Ramos
Rebecca May Cantrell
Peter Franklin Cao
Haley Katherine Caron
* Katie Nicole Carter
Hunter Livingston Chastain
Dana Gloria Chen
Wai Ha Cheung

Christian Caleb Colbourn
* Michael James Colvert
Alexander Richard Common
Miller Tye Cook
Tyler Tristin Costlow
* Katherine Michelle Cotter
Brooke Julianne Couch
Courtney Nicole Croix
Alejandro Cruz Valle
Erin Baylee Cullers
Meagan Michele Czarnecki
* Sophie Michelle Daily
Micah Joel Darwin
Madison Leigh Davis
Clayton Len de Jong
Alfredo De La Torre
Orfelio De Ochoa
Katharine Nicole Deutsch
Kelsey Nicole Dickerson
Hannah Nicole Dolinsky
Hannah Joy Dombach
Logan Patrick Donnelly
Shane Michael Donnelly
Tyler Richard Douthitt
Jacob R. Duren
William Thomas Echols
Brook Danielle Ehrlich
Ta' Shay Renee Elmore
Kyle Andrew Engel
Kyle Patrick England
Tyler Michael Fadal
Michael David Fernandez
J Wyatt Fimbel
Brittany Nicole Flanagan
Haley Nicole Foster
* Avery Summer Fowler
Parker Neil Freeman
Maria Jose Garcia
Irma Garduno
Austin Robert Gay
Brady Waters Gayle
Monica Brenda Gill
Hannah Dale Gilmour

* Double Major
Nicole Lindsey Goldsmith
Aaron Luis Gonzalez
Sean Martin Gossard
John Christopher Graham
Duncan Paul Grant
Garrett Lee Gregg
Ryan Mark Grueznner
Elise Marie Gunter
Sarah Hay Hagenbuch
Hunter Xavier Hamon
Cade McElgann Hancock
* Carter Lee Haney
* Danielle Elizabeth Harding
Adam Spencer Harrison
Benjamin Joseph Harrison
Paraskevi Eleni Hauptmann
Brittany Daniela Hausbeck
Dax Griffith Hawkins
Marissa Lee Heffley
* Kathryn Anne Henderson
Logan William Hendrix
Melissa Vanessa Hernandez
Justin Matthew Higdon
Allison Nicole Hines
Brooke Danielle Hoffman
Chadwick Thomas Holland
Luke Steven Hotchkiss
Henry O’Neill Howard
Sarah Elizabeth Hubble
Haven Susanne Hudek
Abigail Ann Huskinson
Cade Thomas Hutchison
Christian Montgomery Hutzler
Jennifer Kassandra Irlas
Caleb Kenneth Jaeger
Christine Nicole Janak
Bailey Renae Janssen
Alejandro Jaramillo
Jacob Logan Jasek
Victoria Nicole Jeanminette
Mackenzie Lynn Jones
Madeline Wilcox Jones
Anna Claire Jorgenson
* Madelyn Grace Karnei
John Stevens Keebler
Clyde Edwin King
Kori Nicole King
Dakota North Klein
Jonathan Paul Kojian
Cody Lynn Landon Kroll
David John Kvinta
Grayson Joseph Lakers
My-Linh Lam
Jordan Marie Lapp
Tara Leigh Latter
Adam Philip Lawrence

Collin F. Lawson
Callie Ellen Lee
Cristian Antonio
Lemus Maldonado
Jordyn Ashleigh Leone
Samuel Caeden Lerma
Wenxin Li
Wen Qing Lin
Matthew Blake Lindsey
* Hannah Jayne Link
Danielle Nicole Lipsey
Tianqi Liu
Jonathan Boyer Livingstone
Brady Elgin Lochte
* William Embry Locke
Oscar Alberto Lopez
Morgan Kristine Love
Bianca Z. Lu
Logan Christopher Lucas
Kory Davis Maag
Bethany Katherine MacKay
* James Phillip Madden
Alexandra J. Mader
Lily Anna Maganza
Ramsey Muhammad Mahmoud
Makenzie Anne Manning
Taylor Collin Masaryk
Brian Yates McConnell
Braxton Lee McCoy
Sara Jane McCullar
Erin Rose McGregor
John Andrew McHugh
Sara McNutt
Mason Gregory Michell
Lexa Nicole Mikulenka
Thomas Robert Mills
Joseph Thomas Moore
Mackenzie Taylor Morgan
Ashley Jo Myers
Joseph Michael Nacewski
Wesley Keith Nash
Braden Andrew Nemec
Alexandra Marie Nicholls
Ashley Caroline Nikolis
Elizabeth Lynn Nipper
Alexander Thomas Nork
Morgan Haley Oliver
Connor C. Olson
Juan Manuel Ortiz, Jr.
Monica Ortiz
Austin Lee Overby
Michael Alexander Page, Jr.
Jonathan Maxwell Paine
Savannah Kay Parshall
Alysse Nicole Pawelek
* Hunter Richard Pearson

* Double Major
Emery Ann Pechacek
Anjelica Perez
Leah Caitlin Perry
Eleanor Olivia Pfang
Erika Lilliana Polanco
Kristin Brianne Popp
Kassidy Hanna Post
Brittany Blue Powell
Dylan Stone Price
Nicole Aurea Pujol
Nicholas Grey Ragland
Darby Elizabeth Ramsdell
Clay Michael Rash
Dixie Elizabeth Reel
Carlos Enrique Riojas Garza
Sydney Paige Roberts
Riley Morgan Robins
Vanessa Rodriguez
Reinaldo Javier Romo
Haley Elaine Roper
Alvaro Rosel
Reagan Kyle Rothenberger
Diego Alberto Salazar
† Maegen Ellen Sanders
Madison Brooke Schindler
John Terry Schuster
Matthew Evan Schwerdtfeger
Joseph Eric Scott
Lauren Abigail Secrest
Annissa Raina Senegal
Reagan Elizabeth Sharp
* Tina Elnaz Shehni
Hannah Jo Shelly
Nina Gabrielle Simonin
Cameron Lee Small
Claire Elizabeth Smith
Ethan Kinkade Smith
Samuel Allen Smith
Ian R. Spence
Austen James Spiars
Emily Margaret Stafford
Julianna Grace Steilen
Nathanael John Stephens
Caitlin Harris Stephenson
Lauren Kathleen Stewart
Nicholas Mackenzie Stricker
Richard Wayne Strom II
Zachary Gorham Sturgis
Kathleen Grace Sullivan
Landon Edward Sumner
Hope Olivia Swain
* George Michael Swift

Anthony Michael Sziveri
Nicolette Kristyn Taake
Michael Bruce Taylor
Blake Walker Tepera
Tyler Braxton Teykl
Alaina Jevelle Thomas
Trey Hunter Thompson
Mikaela Renee Tinsay
* Grayson Stapp Tirey
Gabrielle Garsota Tolentino
Megan Marquel Tolsdorf
Jessica Mireya Triana
Andrew Frank Tucker
Lawrence David Turner III
Matthew Tyler Turney
* Christopher Jacob Ullrich
Erin Taylor Upson
Rylie Grace Urban
Cyan Now Vaughn
Candela Videtto
Anna L. Vigdorov
* Steven Chase Vinezeano
Amanda Nicole Waclawczyk
Walker Jonathan Wade
Benjamin Gunther Walker
Lucas Glynn Walker
Stephen Michael Wall
Michael Thomas Walthier
Ella Vivian Watts
Kendall Leigh Waugh
Brenna Nicole Weaver
Daniel Bedford Webb
Samantha Elizabeth Weimar
David Gabriel Wells
Charles Gray Wertheimer
Alec Lee Westfall
* Taylor Ann Wiest
Zachary Lynn Wilke
Clay Alan Williams
Wesley Caleb Wolfe
Gavin David Woodard
Heather Marie Woodcock
Kelly Jean Ford Woodley
Anne Grayson Wozniak
Jack William Wright
Jonathan David Wright
Chelsea Shan-Ying Wu
Neil David Wu
Carter Todd Yancey
Jacob Edward York
Andre Matan Zoldhelyi

† Posthumous
* Double Major
Department of Finance

Master of Financial Management

Financial Management

Caleb Blake Allison
José Luis Arellano
Matthew Ryan Awalt
Zackary Huston Barnes
Katerina P. Barouxis
Samuel Raymond Bates
Rachel Katherine Berg
Shane Mitchel Bird
Reagan Nicole Bludau
Brady Edward Boller
Russell Curtis Braun
Kaitlin Theresa Brucher
Jorge Luis Caballero Ramos
Katie Nicole Carter
Austin Joseph Chen
Dana Gloria Chen
Michael James Colvert
Alexander Richard Common
Hugh Lawrence Mitch Cook
Erin Baylee Cullers
Cody Steven Cunningham
Madison Leigh Davis
Alfredo De La Torre
Kelsey Nicole Dickerson
Hannah Nicole Dolinsky
Hannah Joy Dombach
Tyler Richard Douthitt
Michael David Fernandez
Brittany Nicole Flanagan
Austin Robert Gay
Brady Waters Gayle
Sean Martin Gossard
Ryan Mark Gruenzner
Jacob Preston Guilbeaux
Sarah Hay Hagenbuch
Andrew Tyler Hardee
Danielle Elizabeth Harding
Benjamin Joseph Harrison
Brittany Daniela Hausbeck
Logan William Hendrix
Andrew William Hilton
Abigail Ann Huskinson
Christian Montgomery Hutzler
Jacob Logan Jasek
Clyde Edwin King
Dakota North Klein
Jonathan Paul Kojian
Grayson Joseph Lakers
Collin F. Lawson

Samuel Caeden Lerma
Hannah Jayne Link
William Embry Locke
Oscar Alberto Lopez
Bianca Z. Lu
Kory Davis Maag
James Phillip Madden
Mason Scott Marshall
Brian Yates McConnell
John Andrew McHugh
Johnathan Rowe Medlin
Mason Gregory Michell
Lexa Nicole Mikulenko
Camille Miranda Moller
Donald Edward Moskal III
Alexander Thomas Nork
Jacob Lloyd Ober
Michael Alexander Page, Jr.
Charles Bonham Palmer
Hunter Richard Pearson
Kassidy Hanna Post
Carissa Ann Rogers
Trent Schauer
Joseph Eric Scott
Tina Elnaz Shehni
Hannah Jo Shelly
Nina Gabrielle Simonin
Michael Don Sivinski
Emily Margaret Stafford
Nicholas Mackechnie Stricker
George Michael Swift
Anthony Michael Sziveri
Nicole Kristyn Taake
Michael Bruce Taylor
Blake Walker Tepera
Trey Hunter Thompson
Grayson Stapp Tirey
Megan Marquel Tolksdorf
Zachary Thomas Townsend
Andrew Frank Tucker
Lawrence David Turner III
Christopher Jacob Ulrich
Erin Taylor Upson
Jackson Lee Vier
Anna L. Vigedorov
Steven Chase Vinezeano
Lucas Glynn Walker
Stephen Michael Wall
Michael Thomas Walther
Samantha Elizabeth Weimar
Charles Gray Wertheimer
Taylor Ann Wiest
Heather Marie Woodcock

Jack William Wright
Neil David Wu
Heyaab Hannibal Zemo

Master of Real Estate

Land Economics and Real Estate

Austin Benjamin Alves
Noah Patrick Burns
Tucker Mead Burns
William Perry Corrigan
Sloan Cook Crady
Kyle Whitten Doerre
Davidson Glenn Douglas
Brandon Millsap Edmonds
Andrew Thomas Fields
Trenton Samuel Forbes
Reid Michael Gillings
Karsten A. Greil
Brian Jacob Griffith
Chelsea Nicole Holub

Brian Clifton Jones
Taek Kim
Matthew Harris Kirchner
Anastasia Maria Megdanis
Jacob Timothy Nelson
Andrew Shea Nixon
Mitchell Thomas Rigamonti
Travis King Schauer
Caleb Boone Snow
Hannah Maurie Solomon
Cassidy Nicole Springer
Carlos Anthony Suarez
Galen Michael Sulistyo
Chloe Clare Velasco

Master of Science

Finance

Cody Layne Barber
Catherine Caroline Beckman
Matthew Galen Beede
Nicolas Ron Cahill
Brandon Michael Charles
Won Woo Choi
Analiese Danielle Crane
Cameron Delrie Creel
Ryan Derek Delgado
Yiyun Fang
Samuel James Franklin
Hunter Ryan Gates
Stephen Joseph Gluth
Christopher Leland Hawkins
Madison Elaine Higgins
Brent V. Holcombe
Elizabeth Ann Isaly
Austin Everett Iske
Zachary Tyler Janda
Levi Arriaga Jobe
Adam Vincent Kapel
Ryan Matthew Leitner
Peyton Evon Lenaburg
William Grogan Lipscomb
Ashish Karimbhai Marediya

Remington Chase McGuire
Zachariah Thomas Milam
Oluwaseyi Adebayo Moronfoye
Mason Ray Motal
Alvin Christopher Nugroho
Jacob Dalton Nuttall
Melanie Nicole Otto
Spiro Wilson Pappas
Andrew S. Penshorn
Jordan Nicole Pierantozzi
Lorenzo Octavio Riddle
Jonathon Michael Rzasnicki
Kelly Elizabeth Scott
Tyler Patrick Sevcik
Kyle Joseph Short
Joshua Lawrence Simmons
Robert Jason Skov
Kenton Charles Stehr
Thomas Farrell Sweeney
Austin James Thrash
Rebecca Anne Volkers
Alexandra Leigh Wheeler
Erik Christian Wiik
Irma Del Carmen Yanez Soto
Bachelor of Business Administration

Finance

Brandon Taylor Acuff
Sarah Perveen Akhtar
Juan Pablo Alfaro
Miles Dylan Allan
Jack Alan Amheiser
Riley James Anderson
Nelly Andrade
Ryan Christopher Antonioli
William Slater Atkinson
Julian Lee Barron
Kaley Renee Batten
Brady Vance Bell
Luke Joseph Black
Robin Etienne Blanchet
Christopher Glenn Bowen
Blake Christian Boyd
Samuel Jeffery Brown
William Charles Buchman
Braden Michael Buckman
Haden Owen Buckman
Jefferson David Burk
James P. Burns
Ethan T. Cain
Julia D. Cantrell
Garrett Michael Carlson
Savannah Domenick Chavez
Robert Edward Choate
Gabrielle Nicole Coates
Ian Andrew Coldwell
Grace Katherine Cory
Michael James Cotter, Jr.
Dino Crnic
Rhett Dean Crossland
James Everett Dalton
William Robert Davidson
Collin Chadwick Deal
Evangelos Damon Diamantaras
Elizabeth Anne Dicken
Austin David Dolmanet
Byron Lane Dyer
Davis Morgan Dzierzanowski
Hariharan Elango
Tanner Carlton Engelhardt
Ryan Lee Epperson
Tanner Robert Euting
Eric Esam Fahmi
Jacob Michael Faulkner
Aaron David Feldman
Julia Day Fell
Natalie Elaine Finks
Madison Renee Flores
Raymond Lawrence Flume, Jr.

Michael Joseph Frost
Grayson Doyle Gammill
Valeria García
Karla Paola Gea
Alexander John-William Gill
Corey John Goethals
Samuel Andrew Green
Zachary Forrest Griner
Shivam Gupta
David Marco Gutierrez
Ryan John Habinak
Kori Allen Hancock
Nabeel M. Haq
John Prentiss Havens, Jr.
Braden Paul Hegwood
Travis Gerald Hicks
Mason Conner Holland
Jack Allen Holt
Thomas Hudgins Hood
Melanie Anne House
Jared Michael Hughes
Robert Connor Hull
Nathan R. Humphreys-Lucas
Princewill Omoikhoje
Imouokhome
Michael Stephen Jaiilet, Jr.
William Kemp Jaynes
Joshua Thomas John
Gilbert Ephraim Johnson
Walter Baughman Johnson
Allison Renee Kaczynski
Andrew Ryan Kelly
Kyle Hanksins Kennedy
Ryan Alexander Kennedy
Ryan Robert Keszeg
Parsa Khalili
Tawfic Imad Khoury
Stephanie Kim
Kirby A. Kirsch
Scott Maguire Knowles
Alison Avery Kroll
Daniel Dwayne Krueger II
Frank H. Kruse, Jr.
Ray Swift Kuang
Matthew Jason Kulbicki
Raegan N. Kull
Jackson Stewart Kunasek
Peyton Reed Kyrburz
Samantha Leigh Landon
Matthew Thomas Lattin
Caleb Anthony Ledezma
Matthew R. Löhistroh
Collin Anne Long  
Gregory Daniel Lord  
Brandon Earl Lund  
Brendan Matthew MacCallum  
Gillian Elizabeth Manley  
Brianna Noelle Mathes  
Shriya A. Maurya  
Spencer Holden McDonald  
Kameron Nicolas McEnturff  
Mitchell Andrew Mc Garrett  
Erin S. McMurray  
Sarah Elizabeth McNiel  
Joseph Aiello Mercier  
Jack Davis Michie  
Lawson Mark Mickler  
Lucas Da Matta Migliano  
Jack Austin Moody  
Robert Lee Moody III  
Rock Lucas Morille, Jr.  
Blake Matthew Morris  
Donald Edward Moskal III  
Salma Munoz  
Sandra Lu cinda Munoz  
Ryan Neal Murphy  
Patrick Bryan Myers  
Tanner Jordan Nguyen  
Travis Anson Nix  
Elise Marie Notzon  
Jason T. Nowlin  
Daniel Peter Okun  
Elliot James Omohundro  
Harry Andrew Parma  
Mathew Lee Parrish  
Emma Lorrae Patterson  
Connor James Pence  
Arel y Perez  
Kevin Duy Phan  
Con nor P. Pittman  
Clayton Riley Poindexter  
Robert Michael Porter  
Jacob M. Prather  
Gareth John Prescott  
Hemayu Sham Ranchal  
Kamani Amir Randall  
Garrison Joseph Reeves  
Justin James Regan, Jr.  
Noah C. Reinhardt sen  
Samuel O’Brien Rhodes  
Kyle Thomas Richardson

Lauren Charlotte Richmond  
Andrew Robert Riethman  
Nicholas Robert Rosen  
Sydney Elayne Rutledge  
Henry Royall Ryan  
Diana Esmeralda Salcedo  
Genaro Vidal Salinas  
Alan Sanchez  
Allison Leigh Sawyer  
Sara Elizabeth Schneider  
David Joseph Serrano  
Joshua Brody Sherman  
Pierson Cole Shirley  
Parker Elijah Siewart  
Mathew Edward Singleton  
Dakota O. Smith  
Julianna Mailey Smith  
Morgan Marie Smith  
Ryan M. Smith  
Lauren Michelle Stifflemire  
Meredith Ann Storey  
Sterling John Storm  
Heath Chapman Strmiska  
Madeleine Louise Sumner  
Ian Paul Terry  
Laure l Grace Theriot  
Michael Andrew Thomas II  
Alexander Crandall Thompson  
Colin W. Trautman  
Timothy R. Tripode  
David Andrew Turbeville  
Kylee N. Turner  
David Landon Vanadore  
Jacob Vazquez  
Alexander William Veach  
John Sebastian VerColen  
Shreya Nupur Vikas  
Samuel L. Walter  
Lauren Ashley Ward  
Brooke Michelle Weidenfeller  
Keaton Drace Wells  
Michael Arthur White  
Corrin Reynath Whitener  
Kaye ne Michael Williams  
Michael Paul Wischmeyer  
William Mason Witham  
Amanda Wong  
Samuel Aaron Woolsey  
Bryce Matthew Wyatt
Department of Information and Operations Management

Master of Science

Management Information Systems

Warren Peter Abaoag
Lauren Hope Abiog
Chandan Acharya
Neeraj Aduri
Ademide Benjamin Ajose
Tanshi Arora
Venkata Sai Manga Abhinay
Reddy Asi
Prathamesh Prasad Bachal
Apoorv Bajpai
Ashray Bali
Julian Aaron Bettin
Santholli Sneha Bhat
Anshuman Bhatnagar
Mihir Sharad Bhende
Ashwin Sunil Bhide
Jacob Ryan Billings
Sagar Bohra
Catherine Jewel Bordano
Nolan Pierce Bradberry
Ofek Brautbar
Rebecca May Cantrell
Udhav Chandel
Shikhar Chandra
Shilpa Prakash Chanshetti
Tiju Cherian
Ishan Chhabra
Tushara Chigicherla Kamalakar
Laura Umesh Choudhary
Naresh Kumar Choudhary
Pooja Chourey
Christian Caleb Colbourn
Miller Tye Cook
Katherine Michelle Cotter
Meagan Michele Czarnecki
Arpita Prakash Deshmukh
Aditya Vilas Deshpande
Arshith Devanand
Mrinalini Dey
Sai Jathin Dhulipalla
Joel Dsouza
Brook Danielle Ehrlich
Praveen Gadugin
Varun Sagar Gajendragadkar
Nikita Gambani
Sai Shiva Ganesan
Maria Jose Garcia
Amrutha Girish
Nishant Goel
John Christopher Graham
Shreya Gunjan
Neha Kiran Gupte
Soma Sunder Gutala
James Sedley Hall
Carter Lee Haney
Paraskevi Eleni Hauptmann
Philip Crawford Hazelip
Marissa Lee Heffley
Sreelaxmi Hegde
Kathryn Anne Henderson
Melissa Vanessa Hernandez
Chadwick Thomas Holland
Henry O’Neill Howard
Chiou-Jiin Huang
Haven Susanne Hudek
Caleb Kenneth Jaeger
Bailey Renae Janssen
Alejandro Jaramillo
Harmit Jasani
Victoria Nicole Jeanminette
Anna Claire Jorgenson
Chetan Joshi
Dheeraj Kakaraparthi
Vani Shivanand Kambi
Matthew Joseph Kantenberger
John Stevens Keebler
Benjamin James Konetzke
Allison Rose Kornher
Harish Krishnamoorthy
Aniruddha Shant Kulkarni
Apoorna Kumar
David John Kvinta
Anurag Lakshminarayanan
Shuang Li
Wenxin Li
Jonathan Boyer Livingstone
Morgan Kristine Love
Logan Christopher Lucas
Sophie Nhat Luu
Ramsey Muhammad Mahmoud
Amrutha Mandadi
Aishwarya Manjunatha
Braxton Lee McCoy
Sara McNutt
Ankita Mishra
Madeline Kathleen Moen
Mackenzie Taylor Morgan
Aishwarya Muralidhar
Brian D. Newman
Varun Kamal Nigam
Sharmin Nishad
Morgan Haley Oliver
Connor C. Olson
Monica Ortiz
Jonathan Maxwell Paine
Sai Subhasree Pakina
Jayshil Rajendrakumar Patel
Akanksha Pathak
Sushant Anil Patil
Anjelica Perez
Muktika Poddar
Erika Lillian Polanco
Sharon Priscilla Prabhu
Shreyank Prabhu
Dylan Stone Price
Pratima Prasannkumar Purohit
Mohd Zaid Qureshi
Suyash Rai
Reinaldo Javier Romo
Rakesh Roshan
Diego Alberto Salazar
† Maegen Ellen Sanders
Anthony Alexander Saunders
Madison Brooke Schindler
Matthew Evan Schwerdtfeger
Kenil Amitbhai Shah
Apoorva Sharma
Gunjan Sharma
Rhea Sharma
Somya Rajkumar Sharma
Reagan Elizabeth Sharp
Yanni Shen
Rajat Sheoran
Shruthi Sudhakara Shetty

Anjali Shukla
Shagun Shukla
Aketa Rajinder Singh
Amisha Singh
Balvaishwer Singh
Sarika Singh
Ian R. Spence
Sandheep Sridar
Hope Olivia Swain
Tyler Braxton Teykl
Pavan Jitendrakumar Thakkar
Husein Ali Shujauddin Tinwala
Pallavi Tiwari
Sesha Sai Shashank Topalle
Pratik Vijay Toshniwal
Bhavishya Tyagi
Suriya Valavan
Vaidhyam Gopalan
Arushi Varshney
Pooja Vaswani
Praveen Kumar Venkatesan
Rahul Vincent Gerald
Kendall Leigh Waugh
Brenna Nicole Weaver
Hao-Ling Weng
Wesley Caleb Wolfe
Anne Grayson Wozniak
Amit Yadav
Chuchu Yao
Chitra Naidu Yerra
John Walter Zenick
Junyan Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Yishen Zhang
Qilong Zhu
David Zuniga

Bachelor of Business Administration

Management Information Systems

Nathalie Abraham
Ammar Naseem Ahmed
Mara Wilvana Ramos Ang
Riley Keith Bailiff
Skylar Grace Beaumont
Nikita P. Bhagat
MacKenzie Ann Cardamone
Shiv Dhirubhai Chaturvedi
Fintan Michael Collins
Sophie Rebekah Deshazo
Shubhada Swarna Kanchan
Duttagupta
Alexis Anne Ehlers
Kyle Dean Fenner

Nicholas Benjamin Geist
Madeline Diane George
Spencer Kristjahn Gnauck
Garrett Simmons Hall
Gabrielle C. Harris
Daanan He
Carlos A. Hernandez
Ryan Payton Hiller
Adam Robert Holtz
Oakley Alban Kislingbury
Andrea Gail Krumrey
Parker Riley Laing
Blake Neil Lashbrook
Ji Hyun Lee

† Posthumous
Supply Chain Management

Anne Michelle Acquart
Jonathan Tyler Adams
Elvy M. Ayala
Aranza Barrenechea Pena
Jonathan Gary Baumler
Lauren Elizabeth Beal
Walid Belkhair
Trevor Anderson Bell
Luke Alan Bonenclark
Kyran Tyree Bracey
Logan David Bradford
Jonathan Davis Brychta
Tryston John Butler
Edward Camarillo
Claire Alyse Casey
Angelica Castrejon
Judith Esther Chan
Isabella Martina Chapa
Kendall Ann Cogburn
Jillian Adele Cordova
Gladys Cornejo Castaneda
Layne Austin Correa
Fatima Dad
Dillon Clay Davis
Anthony A. De La Torre
Giovanna Gabriela De Leon
Brenna Christine Decker
Justin Lawrence Dunn
Ryan Christopher Edwards
Payton Claire Elsey
Tiffany Nicole Faber
Lane Stanton Fellhauer
Ana G. Frausto
Sophia R. Parrish
Valerie Payan
Catherine Grace Permetti
Alexis Clay Perry
Scott M. Pickering
Steven Kahner Makenzie Powell
Sawyer Nicholas Robbins
Austin Michael Robinson
Rachel Jessica Ruhoverts
Kamalbir Singh
Merrick Rebecca Smith
Robert Clifton Sternberg
Audrey Olivia Tagaras
David George Tanoos
Thomas Charles Taylor
Joseph Daniel Thompson
Emily Wood
Derek Yan Zhou
Andrew Bishop Fuller
Juan Francisco Gallegos, Jr.
Sydney Isabelle Garza
Mateo Gonzalez Medina
Makenzie Lynne Grill
Grady William Guest
Caroline Christine Haas
Seth Lloyd Hamilton
Hayden Randall Harrell
Hannah Isabelle Hawley
Nathan Patrick Henn
Hayden William Higgs
Julie A. Hill
Lyndsey Michelle Hluchanek
Elise Helene Huetter
Claire M. Jenkins
Rileigh Cathryn Jones
Christian David Kimbell
Calvin McVey Knetzer
Adriana Marie Kocurek
Adam Robert Koster
Jared Michael Laubacher
Allison Nicole Laughlin
Brandon Scott Legband
Philip Michael Lynch
Tania Maritza Maderos
Samuil Konstantin
Mandadzhiev
Jose Angel Martinez Gomez
Sarah Naushad Momin
Amy Elizabeth Montoux
Hannah Elizabeth Morgan
Gabrielle Elyse Mowles
John Lawrence Nelson  
Jackson Gregory Oldham  
Chase David Ostrom  
Chloe Grace Presnall  
Zachary Isaac Ritch  
Edward Rodriguez  
Kerra Lynn Sachtleben  
Emily Marie Schaefer  
Eric Kyubin Shim  
Cody Lane Simmons

Catherine Marie Smith  
Angelica Maria Sobarnia  
Brooke Danielle Thompson  
Andrew Trung Tran  
Marleigh Jeanette Traylor  
Hena Wadhwania  
Emily Laura Warren  
Dacey E. Whitten  
Loren Clayton Williams

Department of Management

Master of Science

Entrepreneurial Leadership

Heather Christine Brown  
Clayton Len de Jong  
Hannah Dale Gilmour  
Madeline Wilcox Jones  
Thomas Robert Mills

Ashley Jo Myers  
Daniel Bedford Webb  
Alec Lee Westfall  
Jacob Edward York

Human Resource Management

Jamie Lee Fegler  
Michelle Marie McDonald

Dakota Delane Read  
Brittney Megan Zhang

Bachelor of Business Administration

Management

Richard Andrew Adams, Jr.  
Tammy Renee Alford  
Madeline Grace Allen  
Ashley Veronica Andler  
Brandon Schoff Arlington  
Cameron Nicole Armstrong  
Maiya Mingqun Ashley  
Kara Emilia Aune  
Ashley Nicole Bannwart  
Kimberly Baranger  
Brice Austin Barnes  
Taylor Kay Barnes  
Seth Christian Bartek  
Kyler Dakota Battles  
Makenzie June Beamon  
Kevin Michael Beirne  
Madyson Raye Berry  
Harly Rankin Betts  
Evan Garner Bilicek  
Grace Ann Binger  
Michael Austin Boltie  
Brooke Helene Bolton

Victoria Grace Bosse  
Sarah Elizabeth Bowden  
Ryan Blaine Bridgford  
Jacob Ferris Brown  
Ryan Patrick Brown  
Hailey Anne Bruening  
Isabella Catherine Burzair  
Marissa Leigh Cagle  
Jesus Alfonso Calderon  
Evagail Calvert  
Lauren Claire Carroll  
Jenna Maria Carter  
Kimia Shuree Carter  
Rachel Anne Cathey  
Kimberly Jhaira Cervantes  
Hayden Robert Chall  
Kyle Matthew Chase  
Camille Hunter Childress  
Blake Aaron Clark  
Jenna Nicole Clark  
Logan Reed Clinger  
Cohen P. Cockburn
Chase Christian Coleman
Hunter Garrett Coleman
Sage Clinton Coley
Mason W. Conklin
Emily Lynn Cooper
Mason S. Corbett
Olivia Taylor Corzine
Madison Marie Cox
Morgan Paige Cox
James G. Crawford
Kristin Nicole Crouch
Charissa Leigh Demchsak
Jean Pierre Descheneaux
Drake Alan DeWall
John P. Dibble
Adam Luke Dixon
Ryan Laine Dobos
Thomas Aubrey Doering
Megan Heather Donald
Ryan Drvenkar
Megan Elizabeth Ellis
Hunter Gabriella Eriksson
Joshua Thomas Ernst
Oralia Estrada
Ashley N. Falk
Claudia G. Feind
Ashley Jean Flanagan
Erika Flesch
Ke‘Asia La‘Shae Foston
Tyler Michael Frederick
Madyson Brooke Freeman
Emslie Ashlan Fumic
Mallory Ann Gale
Payton Rebecca Gasper
William Cole Geist
Layan Ghabin
Joshua Allan Gliege
Allyson Marie Gomez
Vicente Gomez
Jonathan I. Graham
Emilee Brooke Hatfield
Caleb Daniel Henley
Justin Wade Henry
Amy Herrera
Clare Elizabeth Hughes
Harley Kathryn Hurosky
Lara Jean Hurst
Corshay Shanice Jackson
Valentina Naomi Jimenez
Haley Elizabeth Jones
Lazari Vonye Jones
Kaci Helene Katusak
Chris Joseph Kocurek
Jacob Matthew Koppelman
Chaerin Kwon
Lindsey Jean Lamar
Sarah Jane Landsaw
Brooke Alexa Lawrence
Sydney Erin Long
Adriana Samantha Lopez
Elizabeth Cummins Lorenz
Jennifer Marie Lynch
Austin Edward Maeker
Armaan Aziz Malik
Bridget Ann Mapes
Marci Lynn Martin
Amanda Kate McCloskey
Elizabeth Grace McIntush
Emma Cathryn McKenzie
Hannah Marie McNease
Chelsie Paige Melton
Rylan Parker Mikeska
Garrett Matthew Moerbe
Brandy Shea Moore
Zane Scott Morris
Hannah Ellyse Mullenix
Sydney Renee Nevarez
Sarah Elizabeth Norman
Meredith Grace Novy
Audrey Michelle O’Neal
Luis Enrique Obregon
Hannah Josephine Olpinski
Anna Grace Orr
Lauren Marie Ousley
Kayce Marie Park
Arianna Mychel Payne
Jacob Dwain Pearson
Trevor L. Perry
Austin James Peterson
Kathryn Thu-Ha Pham
Jennifer Marie Pogue
Sarah Grace Porter
Noah Robert Postema
Ashley Faith Potter
Alexandra Lynn Potts
Myra Laurene Powell
Sandra Ashraf Rafail
Sophia Badrieh Rahimeh
Peter S. Resha
Vanessa Abigail Rivera
Erik Zuriel Rodriguez
Stephanie Marie Rojas
McCrae Lawson Rutledge
Justin Andrew Salamone
Christopher Roger Salazar
Hannah Georgene Salinas
Kyle Douglas Samstag
Parker Sanchez
Andrew John Saul
Benjamin Lindsley Schmidt
Rachel Nicole Seyler
Madison V. Shaw
Sarah Marissa Skweres  
Ronald David Sloan  
Tucker Lee Smith  
Cale Quinlan Soudelier  
Cynnamon Mae Stevenson  
Natalie Alane Stewart  
Keesley-Marie Strohschein  
Shelby Ann Marie Sumlin  
Alaina Mary Swallers  
Lindsey Brooke Taylor  
David Fernando Teran  
Audrey Elizabeth Tinnin  
Diana Pham Tran  
Cayla Ashlyn Tucker  
Cameron Michael Valenzuela  
Briana Van Rensburg  
  
Elizabeth Claire Viktorn  
Rebecca Yvonne Villarreal  
Amy Marie Walkenhorst  
Regan Mary Ward  
Marcel Demetric Washington  
Grant Harlan Weber  
Eric Paul Wehlmann  
Caleb Reid Wheeler  
Samantha Matea White  
Anna Earline Williams  
Tessa Nicole Williams  
La Tresia Kiona Wilson  
Asa Ty Winsauer  
Myah Alexis Wooldridge  
Jacob Alton Woolverton  
Jack Thomas Youngblood  

Department of Marketing  

Master of Science  

Marketing  

Breagan Lindsey Adams  
Shruti Anand  
Shelby Loren Barhorst  
Elizabeth Claire Beaty  
Jacob William Boihem  
Tarah Jo Cochran  
Katharine Nicole Deutsch  
Shelby Gene Edwards  
Madison Lee Elliott  
Shelby Lynn Estep  
Avery Summer Fowler  
Sarah Michelle Gerlich  
Tyler Andrew Gillis  
  
Nicole Lindsey Goldsmith  
Biwoong Im  
Lillian Claire Kelley  
Anannya Deepanjali Kodandera  
Arianna Masson  
Lundy Dougall Porter  
Aashna Prakash  
Peyton Ashlyn Sanders  
Julia Anna Scharn  
Alexandra Micah Schroeder  
Apoorva Sharma  
Claire Elizabeth Smith  
Sara Alexandra Turner  

Bachelor of Business Administration  

Marketing  

Mackenzie Joy Arnold  
Carli E. Baker  
Meghan Elizabeth Barcinski  
Emma Lee Barrett  
Lauryn Bailee Barrientos  
Austin Reed Barron  
Max Benjamin Bartee  
Ashley Nicole Bartholomew  
Pratima N. Bhakta  
Payton Nicole Bickham  
Taylor Elizabeth Bourgeois  
Tabitha Anne Bowles  
Ryan G. Boyle  
Tifanie Marie Brannon  
  
Juliann Nicole Braun  
Paige Ashton Brazina  
James Walter Brewster, Jr.  
Annalise Nicole Bub  
Michael Aidan Butler  
Avery Corrine Cable  
Julissa Cantu  
Kendall Lee Cantwell-Carpenter  
Brian Patrick Chambers  
Christina Hyejung Choi  
Parker Alexandra Clement  
Riley David Cole  
Paige Nicole Crocker  
Chad Douglass Cunov
Brealee Elise Toomer
Noemi Torres
Thomas Drake Trosper
Marissa Nichelle Westall
Michael Hunter White

Gregory Norman Wiatrek
Reid Jacob Williams
Asthin Taylor Williford
Sarah Mae Wingert
Alicia Marie Yianitsas

School of Public Health

Presented by Dr. Shawn G. Gibbs, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Public Health

Daisy Elizabeth Abraham
Austin Joseph Akin
Sadaf Karim Ali
Hannah Clarice Alsobrooks
Audrey Rose Altnether
Myrian Chineneye Anuna
Olivia Grace Ausmus
Peyton Rae Bailey
Suliat Oluwatmosin Balogun
Janna Bijanka Caitlin Dela Cruz
Barcenas
Andrew Paul Barnett
Mahi H. Basra
Brianna Janae Blackman
Kristen Lee Blasko
Megan Carroll Brady
Robert Anthony Brown
Kaleigh M’Layne Brysch
Natalee Nicole Bustos
Mikenzie Jewel Cade
Kelsey Renee Cannon
Sarah N. Chacon
Siddhant Chauhan
Liberty R. Clark
Nina Christine Cloven
Mason Carter Cotten
Makensie Ellen Cowart
Amon Nathaniel Cox
Ian Gregory Cunningham
Vanessa Leigh Daigle
Leslie De Leon
Marienellys Delgado-Melendez
Elizabeth B. Deya Edelen
Andrea Elena Diarte
Daisy Tu-Uyen Doan
Grace Carolyn Duhon
Mia Nacol Elizondo
Emma Elisabeth Felicidario
* Vanessa Ianthe Flores Fernandez
Elizabeth Marie Flores

Tanner McKenzie Fowler
Jennifer George
Garret James Glass
Sarah Justine Gonzalez
Kaily Alexandra Graham
Naomi L. Graham
Saipranathi Gunda
Monica Elizabeth Gunderson
Krista Lynne Guthrie
Audrey Monet Harris
Cate Elaine Harris
Aubrey Jane Heafner
Baylee Elaine Hoke
Sarah Kaitlyn Hooks
Kendra Amaka Isibor
Laura Christine Johns
Mallory A. Johnson
Kanza N. Kazi
Ayida Kebede
Ellis Ko
David Leroy Lakey, Jr.
Cindy Linh Lam
Cannon James Lenfield
Peyton Alison Lindsay
Ashleigh Elizabeth Little
Ashley Keren Lopez
Shengjie Lu
Joseph John Lupski
Gustavo Macias, Jr.
Dayna Paola
Madrigales Rodriguez
Susmitha Mahankali
Ana Ivy Mathew
Bethany Richelle Matschek
Tara Len McCoy
Sara Ann Mehrens
Elizabeth Mendez
Pranav Jay Menon
Aimee Lorena Moncada
Valerie Christine Moran

* Double Major
Hannah Elizabeth Murrow
Nariko Brenda Nakachi
Sophia Vy Thao Nguyen
Katherine Elizabeth Nichols
Marcela Celeste Norman
Adaeze J. Omekam
Urenna Chidinma Orazulike
Hannah Elizabeth Parker
Lesley Patino
Sharon Kiabeth Pinzon
Daisy Esther Pizarro
Carmen Monet Pouncil
Minu Prasad
Sydney Nicole Prucha
Raheel Mohammad Rehan
Alina Estella Rogerio
Claire Elise Rowan
Madison Rhea Runnels
Carolina Salmeron
Megan Lindsey Sambell
Amy Sanchez
Ali Daanesh Sayyed
Sarah Elizabeth Shea
Sayali M. Shelke
Samantha Brooke Speer
Chandler Diane Spilo
Kelli Joann Stokes
Michaela Christine Stolle
Faith LeAn Talley
Priya Pratap Thakor
Reagan Marilyn Tichenor
Meera Servani Vadali
Julieta Valdez
Alicia B. Velasco
Jeswin J. Vennatt
Wynter Alexandria Villa
Morgan Renee Walton
Arham Waseem
Megan Mae Whittaker
Savana Kennedy Wickman
Jordan Shae Williams
Jennifer Aless Wimmer
Claire Elizabeth Wingfield
Larry Zhi Yin
Syed Ahsan Zafar

Department of Environmental and Occupational Health

Master of Public Health

Environmental Health

Kathleen Elizabeth Aarvig
Elaine Mabry Cotton
Brenda Verenisse Gonzales
Nawshin Nusrat Hasan
Hafiz Siddiqui
Heather Marie Warfield

Occupational Safety and Health

Alexandra Elizabeth Bello
Alejandro Samuel Casas
Isaac Chavez Gonzalez
Anisa Kaitlyn Flores
Aaron Michiel Ghazy
Onoriode Kesiena
Kathryn Elizabeth Klumb
Pavani Nikunj Patel
Sarah Michelle Provazek
Aaron Richard Puente
Christine Yeboah Agyapong
Jessica Kay Zemen

Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics

Master of Public Health

Biostatistics

Heta Hitesh Gandhi
Yidan Huyan
Lei Li
Nimesh Chandrakant Shah
Epidemiology

Amina Balarabe Adamu
Yau Adamu
Micheal Kayode Akinbore
Oluwakemi Deborah Alonge
Oghenetega Esther Ayisire
He Bai
Rasheda Jenee Bell
Louis Mitchell Blair
Joseph Benjamin Cantey
Dino Xavier Chavez II
Bonnie Pak-Chi Chu
Jared N. Datzman
Devika Reddy Dharmala
Richard Jonathan Duh
Samuel Nyekachi Elenwo
Thomas Wayne Evans, Jr.
Abimbola Deborah Famurewa
Kelly Kristine Frank
Orin Lee Heintschel
Jacquelyn Ho
Sagar Naimishkumar Jani
Ravneet Kaur

Katrina Liel Korenek
Justin Robert Lumen
Danielle Lynn McCullough May
Amanda McCown
Ikechukwu Mgbudem
Meredith Ann Murry
Sadia Najneen
Mohammad Nosrati
Natalie Laura Olson
Isabella Irina Patino
Renán Estuardo Peña
Alek D. Roma
Brianna Lopez Romero
Fabiola Esthela Sanchez
Araish Farzana Shaik
Mitali Sribhashyam
Lisa Alaine Strauss
Archana Pravin Tale
Dana Claire Tedesco
Madhuri Uppuluri
Justin C. Weeks
Buuh Cali Yusuf

Department of Health Policy and Management

Master of Health Administration

Health Administration

Eric Jude Alvarez
Justin E. Bala-Hampton
Bedia Ama Barkoh
Kileen Nicole Bragg
Kennedy Lynn Buss
Alexandria Sharae Butler
Sarah Kay Carr
Angela Lee Dillon
Adrian Lynn Echeverria
Natalie Farmer
Amy Myrtle Fauri
Kaula Elizabeth Louise Frazier
Justin Hyunjoong Kim
Lilian Anh Ngoc Le

Casey Nicole McKean
Adara Elizabeth McKeever
Ernest Molina
Alfonso Rodolfo Ortiz III
Dulari Nainesh Patel
Sergio Andreas Ramon
Cindy Nkiruka Storoy
Emily Marie Thompson
Trevin Lynn Tucker
Robert Sanford Walker, Jr.
Nicole Danielle Way
Daniel Chase Whittet
Jenica Rose Ybarra

Master of Public Health

Health Policy and Management

Kobi Vanessa Ajayi
Rachel Elise Baine
Tyrone J. Bethune
Eduardo A. Elizondo

Aaron James Gaskill
Prerana Jasti
Megan Alexandra LaFleur
Robert Phillip Mancha III
Katie Marie Mcbee
Cody Jerome Price
Mitchell Thomas Pruitt
Shea Judith Roy

Emmaline Marjorie Shields
Sean Michael Singel
Sweety Prafulbhai Virda
Alina A. Zahir

Master of Science in Public Health

Health Policy and Management

Anas Khurshid Nabil

Department of Health Promotion and Community Health Sciences

Master of Public Health

Health Promotion and Community Health Science

Jessica Mary John
Hannah Elizabeth Adams
Abigial Doyinsola Adaramola
Lidia Michelle Aurora
Azurdia Sierra
Brittany Anetta Brayboy
Justin Matthew Cantu
Jasmine Leslie Carey
Latoya Samina Kristina Chimilio
Taide Vianey Guajardo
Ameera Muhammad Khan
Chivariak Khus

Victoria Arlene Lowe
Bita Maraghehpour
Gloria Naâ Shika Odonkor
Andrew Phillip Pack
Elizabeth Ann Peltier
Jennifer Stefanny Ramirez
Madyson Schuh
Halâ Zuhair Shakir
Rajesh Chandra Subedi
Saba Suleman
Samia Tasnim

College of Science

Presented by Dr. Valen E. Johnson, Dean

Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Courtney Diane Burton
Hugo Alberto Casillas, Jr.
Jacqueline Michelle Finch
Cristian Thomas Guerra

Saskia Kiana Hamner
Jennifer Lynn Ogden
Joshua Matthew Robertson

Department of Biology

Master of Science

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Sarah Nicole Ruckman
Marine Biology
Nicholas Doran Holloway

Microbiology
Ge Chen
Vitaliy A. Dernov
Connor Douglas McClellan
Matthew Alan Ritter
Paurakh Subedi
Mckinley Donovan Williams

Bachelor of Arts

Biology
Yaritza Aguilar Godoy
Beatrice J. Burton
Natalie Esther Dunn
Nealy Renee Edmondson
Kristen Ashley Garcia
Thaddeus Mark Holloway
Jarred Ryan Howard
Patrick S. Kimball

Charles Nasser
* Nicole Virginia Ochel
William Zachary Payne
Steve Ramirez
Sumeet Pal Singh
Tina Wahab
Yahui Xie

Bachelor of Science

Biology
Siaana Nasir Allana
Simia Nasir Allana
Eduardo Adrian Aquino, Jr.
Neha Arora
Dorys Barbosa
Megan R. Bareis
Kaitlyn Marie Barnum
Samantha K. Barthuly
Erin Michelle Beach
Brandon David Begis
Lauren K. Begnaud
Alyssa L. Bennett
Amelia Marie Berg
Kyli Lynn Bingham
Taylor Elaine Black
Rebecca Anne Braden
Tiffany Elizabeth Brown
Kathy Phuong Bui
Jonathan Daniel Bywaters
Louis Anthony Cadena
Jorge Camarillo
Valerie Cantu
Karina Alexandra Carpio
Angelica Celine Carroll
Joanna P. Chambers
Naveed Bin Chaudhry
Fernando De Jesus Contreras
Devan Imaikalani Dahl

Emily Claire Douty
Ashlynn Marie Droddy
Jared Anthony Easterling
Jahandar Jonathan
Farrokhnejad
Macy Caroline Fidler
Blakely Christian Forret
Christian Graff Frey
Robert David Gafford-Gaby
Kaleigh Nicole Gallego
David Garate
Shantal Garcia
McKenzie Elizabeth Garner
Joshua Elijah Garza
Abigail Rose Giese
Saron Efrem Gilazgi
Carla Godoy
Mayra Gonzalez
Kyra Elise Groover
Paloma Alejandro Guajardo
Nora Guerra
Crystal Yi Guo
Zachary Regan Hall
Jack Matthew Harlan
John Michael Hayes
Emily Louise Hein
Aleck Joel Hernandez
Kendall Marie Hollas

* Double Major
Victoria Lynne Huggins
Dorin Obaid Huq
Tamilini Illoganov
Madison Elaine Irving
Christine Frances Jackson
Bradley James Jacobs
Haemin Ju
Sean Michael Kenyon
Olivia Noor Kerr
* Jake T. Kindle
Sunitha E. Konatham
Nathan Jude Deheza Kwan
Alexandra Tin-Wai Lam
Celeste Renee Langlinais
Duc Minh Le
Eric William Lee
Tenley Elizabeth Lehman
Drew Whitson Little
Elizabeth Sue-Yang Liu
Kayla Lysandra Lopez
Carson Thien Luong
Louiza Mak
Kalie Catherine Mansfield
Bailey Susan Martin
Kelly Marianne McCain
Kelsey Rhea McCleskey
Ashli Mendoza
Aaron Gabriel Misley
Jacob Benjamin Moore
Roosevelt Moore III
Lizzett Mora
Uyen Shar P. Nguyen Le
Julie Thu Nguyen
Katherine Guerra O’Neill
Stephanie Chidinma Okezie
Carlos Antonio Ortega Rios
Karen Guadalupe Ortiz
Evan Barrett Ost
Cristian Palomares
Shreaya Harshad Patel
Gladys Pedraza
Lauren Christina Perez
* Riddhi D. Perkins
Prizila Michelle Rangel
Phillippa Jane Rausch
Bethany Ann Rawlinson
Lila Caroline Ross
Daniaal H. Saeed
Ernesto Salas, Jr.
Isaiah Lee Samora
Kevin Robert Schanne
Lydia Ruth Schinnerer
Diego Sergio Segura
Paulina De Los Angeles
Serra Rossi
Eric T. Sever
* Eleanor Marie Simpson
* Sujay Singh
Katie Lynn Sobodas
Sarah Anne Sobolevitch
Kathryn Elizabeth Romero
Struck
Anna Subonj
Andrew Phillip Talcott
Nicholas Clyde Tarantino
Camilla Ezra Macariola Tiamzon
Natalie Anya Trevino
Ajla Uzicanin
Sanya Varma
Sara Jane Vincent
Justin Elliott Weaver
* Gabriella Elizabeth Zaruba
Webster
Lindsay Denise Woollums
Dylan T. Wyatt
Raisa Zahir
David Edward Zimmerhanzel

Microbiology

Morgan James Chapman
Tyler Michael Chavez
Elizabeth G. Crawford
David Andrew Drake
Sebastian Alexander Echegaray
Amy Rose Edmondson
Teresa M. Kenny
Amy E. Leardons
Andrew Liam Marian
Theodore Forest Richardson
Lindsey Vene Thomas
Brandon Wang

* Double Major
Molecular and Cell Biology

Julieta Barreiro
Hunter Ross Burney
Michael Robert Cesarek
Mary-Catherine Carlisle Clark
Emily Suzanne Kalp
Eleazar Lopez

Roman Isaac Lopez
Rachel L. Porter
Morgan R. Richardson
Danielle Ashley Scott
Dexter Emanuel Stigger

Zoology

Victoria Rose Anderson
Melissa Camacho
Bryan Contreras
Rachael Liam Craig
Emily Caitlin Essa
Robert Easton Flynn
Marissa Gonzalez
Lorena Ibarra

Jacqueline Oseriedum Oruebor
Brianna Nicole Pawek
* Thao-Nguyen Thanh Pham
Kayla Paige Ponder
Samuel Johann Sebastian
Cassidy M. Smith
Erin Elizabeth Trongaard
Christopher Vazquez

Department of Chemistry

Master of Science

Chemistry

Licheng Fan
Ryan Walter Kulow

Yanwu Shao

Bachelor of Arts

Chemistry

Danielle Rose Burget
Morgan Janice Clark
Carter Joseph Henderson
Ji Hyeon Joung
Gentry Logan Kinchloe
Natalie Marie Mansen
Parker Donald-Lee Matthew

Stephanie Nwaneri
McKenzie P. Pedley
Rebecca Lynn Rosamond
Christian Todd Speer
Haleigh Dawn Stafford
Moriah D. Withem
Lindsay Denise Woollums

Bachelor of Science

Chemistry

Qassim Hassan A Al Khazal
Ruben Thomas Amaya
Yunuen Avila-Martinez
Patricio Armando Castillo
Hayley Kathryn Drozdick
Bailey Nicole Eberle
Ashton D. Eckerson
Sarah Elizabeth Escudero

Mona Fattahi
Kristel May Forlano
Oscar Gonzalez
Alyssa Jane Hippchen
Karan Ram Hooda
Gabriella Nicole Kropp
Dale Matthew Lewis
Mallory Ashley McCarthy

* Double Major
Wenting Mo  
Hao Anh Nguyen  
Fanty O. Yang  
Camila Perales Rodriguez  
Sarah Janette Phillips  
Elizabeth Ashley Piccirillo  
Erin Leigh Praise  
Santiago Quevedo  
Ryan James Rutledge  

Christopher Sean Salas  
Francisco Sanchez  
Danielle Ashley Scott  
Eric Nathaniel Shrader  
Sara Marie Valdez  
Abraham P. van Helmond  
Esteban Manuel Vera Gonzalez  
Alexandria Rene Watts  
Rachel Marie Watts

Department of Mathematics
Master of Science
Mathematics

James Alfred Berg  
Haoyuan Chen  
Cesar Ivan Cobos May  
Vivian Wei Deng  
Katherine E. Dodgen  
Kurt Jacob Hale  
Aggie Lorena Hennessey  
Lia Rose Hoying  
David Franklin Jones  
Salih Kilicli  
Yasmin Y. Leon  
Rory Vincent O’Dwyer  
Josiah David Owens  
Sean Peneyra  
Alison Rachelle Shelton  
Daniel Antonio Uyarra  
Mahishanka Withanachchi  
Shifan Zhao

Bachelor of Arts
Mathematics

Elizabeth Paige Allcorn  
Carlos Alexander Amaya  
Emma Price Biddle  
Paul Houston Brooks III  
Taka Calderon  
Hannah Christianna Clark  
Carleigh Nicole Cusson  
James Tyler Edwards  
Katherine Theresa Engelbrecht  
Jaqueline Gonzalez  
Andrew Roquemore Hickman  
Andrew Harris Horn  
Mallory Ashley McCarthy  
Abigail Elaine Millard  
Cesar Eduardo Morales  
John Pham  
Harlie Nikole Phares  
Taylor Sue Pokorny  
Osman Antonio  
Reyes Hernandez  
Leonardo Daniel Sanchez  
Emily Katherine Thurston  
Stephen Lee Vannoy  
Taylor Ann Warren  
Barry Jacob Wilks  
Jennifer Maree Winters

Bachelor of Science
Applied Mathematical Sciences

Ryan Anthony Alvarado  
Christian Amadeus Archuleta  
* Andrew J. Armstrong  
Kane Jordan Berger  
Sachit Anant Bhasker  
Jonathon Peter Bishop  
Madison Lynn Brummerstedt  
Courtney Lynn Buch  
Brooke Jordan Buescher  
Rachel Phan Bui  
Arisbeth Carrillo  
Chase Matthew Colbert

* Double Major
Kamryn Hope Coryell
Jack L. Dalberg
Ryon Kennedy Davis
Jared Scott Debner
Christopher Joseph Falcon
Carly Jean Fohn
Brian Christopher George
Lauren Nichole Gilley
Christopher David Godin
Adolfo Gonzalez V
Adriana Guillen
Michael Aaron Horne
Xinke Huang
Jian Kang
Jonathan Michael Kieser
Joshua R. Kitchen
Samuel Bradford Kotch
Sahil Uday Kulkarni
Ashlyn Suzanne Langner
Laura Lara
Andrew J. Lastinger
Yun Lu
Foster M. Ludington
Jiebin Luo

Cameron Christopher Mays
Alison Rose McClelland
Brandon Davis McKelvey
Cristian Meraz
Hunter Gordon Merriman
Colton Luke Porco
Sarah Elizabeth Guevara Sabre
Kevin Santana
Jean Han Seah
Draven Patrick Tell
Shelby Elisabeth Thompson
Pamela Toledo
Samuel Khoi Tran
Carlos Velazquez Sagrero
Sarah Mary Catherine Venesky
William Norman Wang
Benjamin Andrew Watzak
Emily Anne Wells
Clara Alexandra Wietbrock
Shengyuan Xiong
Haozhen Yang
Lukas Patrick Zamora
Lu Zhang

Mathematics

Carrson Cruse Baldwin
Jerik Charles Eakins
Stephanie Alexandra Ford
Noah James Fournier

Jordan David Lamkin
Anthony Michel Perez
Andrew Robert Winn

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Master of Science

Astronomy

Sijie Chen
Tarini Konchady

Alexander Herbert Riley

Physics

Eric Evan Aboud
Shahriar Esmaeili
Fabian Dominic Garza
Byunggyu Kim
Christopher Michael Langlett
Morgan Ray Nasser
David A. Overton

Asim Ozmetin
Navid Rajil
Steven Philip Rose
Benjamin Martin Schroeder
Dustin Phillip Scriven
Yefan Tian

* Double Major
Bachelor of Arts

Physics

Isobel Addaline Manx Austin  
Carrson Cruse Baldwin  
Melissa Diane Cashion  
Rosalinda Cortez  
Michael Wayne Fox, Jr.

Brian Joseph Kent  
Amber Eleanor Ray  
Callie Austen Rethman  
Samantha Kate Wilmot

Bachelor of Science

Physics

Alex M. Becker  
Andres Ignacio Covarrubias  
Matthew Alan Dew  
Gabriel Brahmin Frohaug  
Nicholas Manuel Graham  
Mason Scott Hazlett  
Nico Fontaine Holden  
Ian W. Kapp  
John Franklin Maner III  
Stephen Hunter Mashburn  
Jeffrey Colquit Mason  
Tucker Isaac Mats

Jessica Leigh Myron  
Rosalia D. O’Brien  
Ryan Dean Rindernknecht  
Matthew Garrett Sadler  
Steven Louis Sellers  
Hugh William Sharp  
Matthew James Shovlin  
Sruthi Sivabhashar  
Reagan Elizabeth Thornberry  
Megan Taylor Tillman  
Brittany Nichole Vamvakias  
Evan D. Watkins

Department of Statistics

Master of Science

Statistics

Basil Naser Awad  
Zachary P. Baine  
Kristina M. Bueche  
Aaron Joseph Carbine  
Curt David Cenci  
Alexander Clark Coulter  
James Alexander Cranney  
Donald G. DeFrance  
Kyle L. Dixon  
Stephanie Quynh Duong  
Christopher Jason Eads  
Noah Walid El-Bermani  
Jonathan Ellingson  
Carrie H. Engelstad  
Mahmood Ettehad  
Feng Feng  
Beaumont N. Findley  
Cassandra Sue Garner  
Marcelo Horacio Guerra Hahn  
Boram Ha  
Rachel Lynn Haggerty  

Benjamin R. Harden  
Jennifer Dawn Harris  
Michael John Harrison  
Chelsea Nichole Hawryluk  
John David Henderson  
Elvira Holland  
Tyler Anthony Hycner  
Eli S. Hymson  
Baizil Susan John  
Yuko Kosaka  
Lishan Li  
Han Lin  
Carolina Liskey  
Martin Chase Marak  
Veronique Caroline  
Marina Marcotto  
Diego Eduardo Mercadal  
Cristobal Mitchell  
Michelle Nguyen  
Gordon David Olwell  
Kevin Otte

* Double Major
Michael Alan Persky
Sarah S. Pettengill
Thomas Everett Peyton
Matthew Richard Pollock
Selena Saray Portillo
Patrick Earl Prothro
Dennis Fredrick Quebe, Jr.
Michelle Ann Reilly
Joseph Bradley Shadduck
Alexxis R. Sibert
Alexander Conrad Smith
Andrew Kenton Somers
Robert F. Suppa

Lori Ann Test
Nam Nhat Tran
Mark A. Trumbull
Paul Dewitt Victor
Qilin Wang
Yu Wang
John B. Whatley
Peter Wilson
Jason Scott Wise
Melissa Wong
Mohammad Reza Zamani
Yiwen Zhou

Bachelor of Science

Statistics

William Aiden Berry
Steven James Broll
Timothy Cheng
Joseph Nicholas Corona III
Douglas Warren Fletcher
Ian Matthew George
Allyson Michelle King
* Caroline Lee
Marcella Vianney Martinez

John David Roberts III
Ryan Delaney Schroeder
Tyler J. Smith
Avery Grace Travis
Donald Richardson Turner III
Lacee Kathleen Vavra
Houjie Wang
Joseph Francis Wort

* Double Major
Honors Fellows

Students graduating with Honors Fellows must have completed at least 30 hours of Honors course credit, including 9 hours in the University Core Curriculum and 12 hours in 300-400 level courses. Additionally, all Honors Fellows have completed a capstone project. Honors Fellows are required to remain active with the Honors Student Council and make an annual update to their ePortfolios. Students must maintain at least a 3.5 cumulative Grade Point Average with at least a 3.25 Grade Point Average in Honors coursework.

Honors Fellows

Students graduating with Honors Fellows must have completed at least 30 hours of Honors course credit, including 9 hours in the University Core Curriculum and 12 hours in 300-400 level courses. Additionally, all Honors Fellows have completed a capstone project. Honors Fellows are required to remain active with the Honors Student Council and make an annual update to their ePortfolios. Students must maintain at least a 3.5 cumulative Grade Point Average with at least a 3.25 Grade Point Average in Honors coursework.

Mayur Bansal ........................................... BS Biochemistry
Abby Alane Barnett .............................................. BS Genetics
Mariah Janae Barry .................................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Jeremy Austin Bartlett .............................. BS Political Science
Alyssa L. Bennett .................................. BS Biology
Amy Lauren Boenig .................................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Stephanie L. Bullard ................................ BS Animal Science
Louis Anthony Cadena ................................ BS Biology
Ky Duyen Vu Cao .................................. BS Chemical Engineering
Robert Thomas Caraway ................................ BS Mechanical Engineering
Kristen Helena Carvalho .......................... BS Interdisciplinary Studies
Mary-Catherine Carlisle Clark ............... BS Molecular and Cell Biology
Autumn M. Clouthier ................................ BS Psychology
James Ethan Crocker Corban ....................... BS Biochemistry
Sheyenne Fawn Davis ................................ BS Civil Engineering
Tarek Mostafa Dawamne .............................. BS Chemical Engineering
Megan Erin Dawkins ................................ BS Mechanical Engineering
Duha Moawia Elfaki Yahia Eldow ................... BS Genetics
Douglas Warren Fletcher ................................ BS Statistics
Troy Daniel Fulton .................................. BS Computer Science
Benton Phillipy Guess .............................. BS Computer Science
David Matthew Hendrix .............................. BS Biochemistry
Mitchell Hungzhe Hsu ......................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Erica Michelle Huebner ....................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Jonathan Edward Innis ....................... BS Computer Science
Marita A. John. ............................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Kyung Ho Jung. ............................... BS Biochemistry
Hannah Carson Lam ........................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Elizabeth Marie Langley ..................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Brandon Merl Lansdell ....................... BS Aerospace Engineering
Amy Marie Larsen .............................. BS Animal Science
Hannah Claire Lehman ....................... BS Aerospace Engineering
Justin Robert Lovelace ....................... BS Computer Science
Drew Jamal Samuelson Marks ............... BS Chemical Engineering
Madison Elizabeth Mau ...................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Madeline Faye McGauley ..................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Chinmay Milind Phulse ....................... BS Computer Science
Kaylin Ann Pickle ............................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Immanuel Joseph Ponminissery ............. BS Mechanical Engineering
Erin Brieann Porter ......................... BS Chemical Engineering
Rachel L. Porter .............................. BS Molecular and Cell Biology
Zachary Morgan Powell ..................... BS Aerospace Engineering
Ankit Rajesh Ramchandani .................. BS Computer Science
Ryan A. Randle ............................... BA History
Seth Thomas Reine ............................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Alina Estella Rogerio ....................... BS Public Health
Jacob Adam Schrass .......................... BS Aerospace Engineering
Allison Blair Scott ............................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Abigail Lauren Singer ........................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Spencer T. Smith .............................. BS Economics
Whitney Nicole Souery ...................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Alex Matthew Strasser ....................... BS Chemical Engineering
Emma Faith Sumrow .......................... BED Environmental Design Architectural Studies
Sarah Katherine Swift ....................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Michael Tang ............................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Rachel Renee Tindall ....................... BS Chemical Engineering
Coby Garrett Turman ....................... BS Mechanical Engineering
Alison Claire Vicary ........................ BS Biochemistry
Matthew John Vitacca ...................... BS Animal Science
Lois Amelia Wampler ....................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Morgan Watson ..................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Kenesha Annette Williams .................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Tessa Nicole Williams ....................... BBA Management
Caroline Marie Wilson ..................... BS Animal Science
Latin Honors

Students graduating with Latin honors distinctions have enrolled in and successfully completed a minimum of 60 undergraduate semester hours required for the baccalaureate degree. The category of Latin honors attained is determined by grade point average of all college hours attempted, excluding transfer hours. The categories are as follows:

*Cum Laude:* A student may be graduated *Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.50 to 3.699.

*Magna Cum Laude:* A student may be graduated *Magna Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.70 to 3.899.

*Summa Cum Laude:* A student may be graduated *Summa Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.90 or above.

Honors Stoles

Texas A&M undergraduates who complete the requirements for any of the distinctions listed above or for college- and departmental-level honors programs are awarded a gold satin stole to wear with their commencement robes. The university presents the stoles to honors graduates in recognition of their accomplishments.
Undergraduate Research Scholars

The Undergraduate Research Scholars program provides motivated undergraduates the opportunity to engage in quality, in-depth research experiences. Over two semesters Scholars work with faculty mentors to produce a formal undergraduate research thesis and a public presentation of their research results.

Sarah Curtis Aboud .............................................. BA English
Isabelle Anne Agurcia ........................................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Kristen Carroll Akin ........................................ BS Psychology
Alexi K. Allen .................................................. BS Geophysics
Danielle Nicole Allen ......................................... BS Dental Hygiene
Christopher Ifeoluwa Anjorin ......................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Tate Anderson Banks ......................................... BS Computer Science
Mayur Bansal ..................................................... BS Biochemistry
Allison Rhea Barber ........................................ BS Sociology
Mariah Janae Barry .......................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Mahi H. Basra .................................................. BS Public Health
Chloe Rene’ Bergeron ........................................ BS Kinesiology
Kelsey Anastasia Betancourt ........................ BS Interdisciplinary Studies
Madeline Grace Billings ................................ BA Philosophy
William Rafael Black ........................................ BA Political Science
Payton Miller Blackburn ................................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Gabriel Wade Britain ......................................... BS Computer Science
Adalynn Lanette Brock ..................................... BS Horticulture
Emily Taylor Brorman ..................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Allie Rebecca Brown ........................................ BS Dental Hygiene
Hung Quoc Bui ................................................ BS Computer Engineering
Louis Anthony Cadena ..................................... BS Biology
Karina Alexandra Carpio ................................ BS Biology
Rebecca Chase Castro ...................................... BS Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences
Joslyn E. Cavitt ................................................ BS Psychology
Morgan James Chapman ................................ BS Microbiology
Maryam A. Cheta ............................................. BS Environmental Geoscience
Andrew Hwa-Ming Chin ................................ BS Computer Science
Mary-Catherine Carlisle Clark ........................ BS Molecular and Cell Biology
Demonta Devone Coleman ............................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Natalie Coleman ............................................... BS Civil Engineering
Jennifer Lee Copeland ........................................ BS Dental Hygiene
James Ethan Crocker Corban ............................ BS Biochemistry
Taylor Lynn Cornuaud ..................................... BS Dental Hygiene
Delaney Catalina Couri ..................................... BS Interdisciplinary Studies
Madeleine Marie Dardeau ............................... BS Kinesiology
Sheyenne Fawn Davis ....................................... BS Civil Engineering
Megan Erin Dawkins ....................................... BS Mechanical Engineering
Nicole Rose DePadova .................................... BS Biomedical Sciences
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zakary Cole Derouen</td>
<td>BS Ecological Restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Joseph Donelan</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Elizabeth Driscoll</td>
<td>BS Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Ray DuPont</td>
<td>BS Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Sarai Duarte</td>
<td>BS Dental Hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Paige Dunlap</td>
<td>BA Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln-Abdullah Hasan El-Amin</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duha Moawia Elfaki Yahia Eldow</td>
<td>BS Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Nicole Emery</td>
<td>BS Environmental Geoscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Tobias Esparza</td>
<td>BS Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Austin Evans</td>
<td>BBA Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Marie Fine</td>
<td>BS Dental Hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Warren Fletcher</td>
<td>BS Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuel Romeo Flores</td>
<td>BS Ecological Restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Ashleigh Franke</td>
<td>BS Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austen Tyler Fricks</td>
<td>BS Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Daniel Fulton</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert David Gafford-Gaby</td>
<td>BS Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Cole Garcia</td>
<td>BS Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Janelle Garcia</td>
<td>BS Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia R. Gerwing</td>
<td>BS Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giavonni Lexus Gonzales</td>
<td>BS Dental Hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Alexandra Gonzalez</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayra Gonzalez</td>
<td>BS Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Marie Gooden</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regan Bailey Gopfarth</td>
<td>BS Dental Hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyra Elise Groover</td>
<td>BS Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benton Phillipy Guess</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Grace Guy</td>
<td>BS Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Lee Guzman</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Nadia Hage</td>
<td>BA International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Lauren Hale</td>
<td>BA Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Katharine Harbourne</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pranali Sanjiv Haribhakti</td>
<td>BS Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Lynn Heintschel</td>
<td>BS Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John William Heselton</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Kay Hicks</td>
<td>BA English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Rubi Hinojosa</td>
<td>BA Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Renee Houk</td>
<td>BS Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher James Houk</td>
<td>BS Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Hungzhe Hsu</td>
<td>BS Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Juliette Huddleston</td>
<td>BS Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole M. Huette</td>
<td>BS Animal Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinaemere U. Ike</td>
<td>BS Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Edward Innis</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darryl Cherian Jacob</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ruoyun Jiang</td>
<td>BS Computer Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marita A. John .................................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Sarah Katlyn Jones .............................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Kyung Ho Jung ................................. BS Biochemistry
Haania Imran Kakwan .......................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Feras Abdellatif Khemakhem ............... BS Computer Science
Aaron Jinwoo Kim .............................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Madelyn Marie Klumb ........................... BS Kinesiology
Jacob Wesley Knostman ....................... BS Psychology
Arjun Krishnamoorthi ......................... BS Electrical Engineering
Shachi C. Kulkarni ............................. BA Political Science
Srishhti Kumar ................................. BS Computer Engineering
Monica Lam He ................................. BS Visualization
Sarah Laredo .................................... BS Dental Hygiene
Francisco Lauzurique ......................... BS Electrical Engineering
Caroline Lee ................................. BS Statistics
Carter Davis Lehman ........................... BS Visualization
Alexis Liann Lemos ............................. BS Environmental Studies
Emerson T. Lout ................................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Justin Robert Lovelace ....................... BS Computer Science
Grace Ann Lu .................................... BA International Studies
Karla Paola Lugo ............................... BS Dental Hygiene
Drew Jamal Samuelson Marks ............. BS Chemical Engineering
Paxton Thomas Martin ....................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Tory Ann Martin ............................... BA Philosophy
Kelly Gail McKinsey ......................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Hannah Marie McNease ...................... BBA Management
Maria Guadalupe Mirakhmedov ........... BS Dental Hygiene
Rahil Mirmohammadi ......................... BS Dental Hygiene
Hannah Nicole Montz .......................... BS Dental Hygiene
Keland Alexander Moore ..................... BS Psychology
Yanairèm Moreno .............................. BA Political Science
Ethan Allen Morse .............................. BS Electrical Engineering
Jessica Leigh Myron ........................... BS Physics
Nariko Brenda Nakachi ....................... BS Public Health
Silvia M. Navarro Valdez ................. BA Communication
Malorie Nicole Newton ...................... BS Dental Hygiene
Anh Vu Tram Nguyen ......................... BS Dental Hygiene
Hao Anh Nguyen ............................... BS Chemistry
Sadie Uyen Nguyen ............................ BS Dental Hygiene
Stacy Alexis Nuñez ............................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Clay Edward Ozuna ......................... BS Electrical Engineering
Ethan Samuel Park ............................ BS Economics
Jungbin Eric Park .............................. BS Electrical Engineering
Youngjun Park ................................. BS Biomedical Sciences
Kishan Jayesh Patel ......................... BS Computer Science
Sagar J. Patel ................................. BS Computer Science
Sahil J. Patel ................................. BS Computer Science
Melanie Elizabeth Patterson .................. BS Dental Hygiene
Kimberlynn Nicole Patzold .................. BS Dental Hygiene
Gladys Pedraza ................................. BS Biology
Thao-Nguyen Thanh Pham ................. BS Zoology
Chinmay Milind Phulse ........................ BS Computer Science
Alexandra Renee Politz .................. BS Dental Hygiene
Rachel L. Porter ................................. BS Molecular and Cell Biology
Lindsey Eliese Pressler ..................... BS Biological and Agricultural Engineering
Amanda Isabella Rakoski .................. BS Biomedical Engineering
Ankit Rajesh Ramchandani .............. BS Computer Science
Ryan A. Randle ................................. BA History
sandhiya Ravichandran ..................... BS Biomedical Sciences
Kayla Jene Richard ............................ BA Political Science
Adia L. Richardson ............................ BS University Studies
Giuseppe Anthony Rizzi .................. BS Electrical Engineering
Eric Lloyd Reyson Robles ............... BS Electrical Engineering
Madai Ruiz ............................... BS Dental Hygiene
Benjamin Sarawichitr .................. BS Nuclear Engineering
Kristen Sheila Sarna ..................... BS Environmental Studies
David Anthony Sauceda .................. BS Nutrition
Daniel Eric Schwartz ..................... BS Electrical Engineering
Lauren Michelle Scott .................. BS Dental Hygiene
William Campbell Scott ............... BS Psychology
Anna Grace Seguin ..................... BA English
Zoe Allison Sherman ..................... BA English
Parker James Simmons ................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Carmen Nichole Sims .................. BS Visualization
Sumeet Pal Singh ............................ BA Biology
Kevin Hong Yone Sittser ................ BS Computer Science
Katie Shea Smith ....................... BS Dental Hygiene
Spencer T. Smith ............................ BS Economics
Whitney Nicole Souery ................ BS Biomedical Engineering
Kyle Anthony Spears ................ BS Economics
Reagan Grace Spexarth ................ BS Political Science
Alexander J. Staggs .................. BS Computer Engineering
Gabriel Stella ............................... BS Computer Science
Sarah Rebecca Stokes .................. BA International Studies
Alex Matthew Strasser ................ BS Chemical Engineering
Piyush Tandon ............................... BS Computer Science
Michael Tang ............................... BS Biomedical Engineering
Aksel Kaan Taylan ..................... BS Computer Science
Peyton Elizabeth Taylor ............... BS Psychology
Nikita Thapa ............................. BS Dental Hygiene
Wesley W. Thompson ................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Megan Taylor Tillman .................. BS Physics
Rachel Renee Tindall ................ BS Chemical Engineering
Thuy Tien Thi Tran ................ BS Biomedical Sciences
Isabella Kim-Tuyet Trinh ....................... BS Dental Hygiene
Ethan L. Vargas .................................. BS Electrical Engineering
Austin Zachary Vetter .................... BS Agricultural Leadership and Development
Alison Claire Vicary ............................ BS Biochemistry
Christopher James Walker ............. BS Urban and Regional Planning
Jack Wang .......................................... BA International Studies
Madison Kay Weber ............................... BS Sociology
Jonathan Robert Weishuhn ................ BS Computer Science
Ryan Andrew Wells .............................. BS Computer Science
Abbigale Danielle White ...................... BS Dental Hygiene
Alexandra Janice Williams ................. BS Dental Hygiene
Caroline Marie Wilson ........................ BS Animal Science
Jaye Anthonette Wilson ....................... BS Biochemistry
Leann Renae Wilson ............................. BS Dental Hygiene
Luke Dakota Witt ............................... BS Computer Science
John Matthew Wright ....................... BS Electrical Engineering
Everett Siyan Yang .............................. BS Computer Science
Logan Brandyll Yosko ....................... BS Interdisciplinary Studies
Academic Regalia

Academic institutions throughout the world have created a wide variety of customs including distinctive dress, color and ceremony to indicate the accomplishments of scholars. English traditions originating at Oxford and Cambridge led to the development of American academic regalia. By the twentieth century, institutions of higher learning in the United States had adopted a well-defined code of academic costume, which now includes the identification of the different academic degrees by distinctive gowns, hoods and colors. For instance, the baccalaureate gown is worn closed and is identified by long, pleated front panels and long, pointed sleeves. The master’s gown has very long sleeves, closed at the bottom, and the arms of the wearer are placed through an opening in the front of the sleeves. Doctoral gowns are distinguished by velvet panels around the neck and down the front of the gown. Three horizontal black velvet bars also mark the doctorate. In America, the hood is the most colorful feature of academic regalia. The bachelor’s hood, when worn, is comparatively short; the master’s, a bit longer; and the doctor’s, at four feet, reaches far down the wearer’s back. The outside of the hood is black and is bordered with a two-, three- or five-inch band of velvet in the color representing the degree received, and the hood is lined with the colors of the granting institution. For instance, the Master of Arts hood from Texas A&M has a white border, for the discipline color of Arts, Letters and Humanities, with a maroon and white lining; the Master of Science hood has a golden yellow border, for Science, with a maroon and white lining; and the Doctor of Philosophy hood has a border in the blue of Philosophy with a maroon and white lining. Among the other discipline colors are Agriculture—maize, Architecture—violet, Business—olive green, Education—light blue, Engineering—orange and Veterinary Medicine—gray. These colors represent the degree earned, not the academic major. The Ph.D. in Engineering, for example, would normally wear the dark blue of Philosophy on the hood and gown instead of the orange of Engineering. Official guests of the University and members of the Board of Regents wear the doctor’s gown with the blue of Philosophy on the front and hood.
Ceremonial Mace

The University mace, a gift of the Class of 1990, leads the academic procession at commencement and on other special ceremonial occasions. Historically, the use of a mace dates back to the Middle Ages and was carried before or placed near a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of authority. This mace is made of sterling silver, walnut and oak and depicts various University symbols. It was designed by Rodney Hill, Texas A&M architecture professor who also carved the staff. Silversmith Lane Coulter ’78, of Santa Fe, prepared the silver head of the mace and Lars Stanley ’74, of Austin, designed and manufactured the stand.

Gonfalons

The gonfalon, a flag that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world as college or institutional insignias. The gonfalons displayed represent the colleges of Texas A&M University. The colors of the University, maroon and white, are joined together in a pattern common to all of the flags. The top portion is the designated color for each unit. The white field serves as a background for the symbol of each.

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. On a ground of white appears an emerging sun of yellow and russet rays. Yellow, the discipline color of science, russet, the discipline color of natural resources, and the center orange, color of engineering, combine to illustrate the intellectual interest in human and biological systems and structures. The interweaving ring encompasses the dawn making a full circle of life.

College of Architecture. The hexagonal symbol is composed of three colors that represent the solid foundation of the college. Our Aggie core values (maroon) connect limitless possibilities and opportunities in learning, scholarship, and engagement for the college (blue) with the energy of creativity, innovation, and design to address them (yellow). The striped ribbon represents the drivers of the college’s vision of quality of life, place, and human endeavors which is intertwined with a solid ribbon that represents where this vision is applied: the natural, built, and virtual environments. The six segments defined by the alternating striped and solid ribbon represent the six disciplinary domains of the college: urban planning, architecture, landscape architecture, land and property development, construction science, and visualization.
Mays Business School. The golden knot symbolizes unity and coordination of the disciplines of business administration. Surrounding the golden knot, a field of purple represents the rank of authority. The foundation of lozenges under the triangle illustrates the flow of order.

College of Dentistry. The color lilac has been associated with dentistry since the 1800s, symbolizing compassion and inspiration. Upon it, rests the Greek Omicron, O, representing the first letter in “odont,” meaning tooth, along with an interlaced Delta representing the letter D for Dentistry. The inner-most component of the emblem depicts healing, as signified with a serpent intertwined around the ancient cauterizing rod of the Greek god of healing, Asclepius. Included in the emblem, are 32 leaves and 20 berries representing both the primary and secondary teeth.

College of Education and Human Development. The flourishing flame blazoned with gold, light blue and royal purple signifies the burning zeal of the three missions of education—teaching, research and service. The hands hold the spiritual, social and intellectual flame of education.

College of Engineering. As the triangles collaborate alongside each other, projecting a diamond shape, they depict the strong relationship between the diverse engineering disciplines. The use of mathematics, science and technology provide the foundation of solving today’s challenging ideas between and within each engineering department. The center illustrates a circuit board to express the continuing growth in technology and engineering today, resulting in new industries and opportunities. The cohesive elements of this design work together as a whole symbolizing communication, interaction, teamwork, and balance in Engineering as the green, blue and navy color palette represents energy, loyalty, wisdom, professionalism and ambition.

College of Geosciences. The white field reveals a yellow sun representing our surrounding atmosphere. The mountain peaks and the horizontal band of golden land represent the lithosphere. The banded waves of white signify the hydrosphere. The atmosphere, lithosphere and hydrosphere form the total environment for life in our world.

Bush School of Government and Public Service. The star symbolizes pride and heritage in our great state of Texas. The two lines on either side of the star represent our connection with the past, and with the future, in an effort to build on experiences from history, while contributing and presenting new opportunities to future generations.
College of Liberal Arts. The golden torch symbolizes the various disciplines lighting the path to our goal, “Knowledge for Life.” The circle of blue, the traditional color of knowledge, represents the college's unending, unbroken commitment to scholarship, learning, and responsible citizenship.

School of Law. With its emphasis on peace, the olive leaves embody one of the most important tenets of the successful practice of law. Rounding inward, the leaves also echo that most meaningful symbol of the Aggie Ring - a unifying and unending circle of camaraderie and fellowship. The Lady Justice symbolizes the attributes our graduates have mastered as they enter their legal careers. Through the principles of strength (sword), fairness (scale), and objectivity (blindfold), Aggie Lawyers are prepared to represent our University honorably. With a nod to Texas A&M’s Core Values, the six stars acknowledge the attributes of Respect, Leadership, Loyalty, Excellence, Selfless Service, and Integrity, characteristics that define each one of our graduates.

College of Medicine. The white field provides a background for the Aesculapian staff and serpent, long used as the symbol of the healing arts. The green color is the same displayed on the hoods and robes worn for the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

College of Nursing. The stars on the College of Nursing gonfalon represent caring, innovation and empowerment, while the cross symbolizes the origins of nursing. The candle honors the founder of nursing, Florence Nightingale. Apricot is the color of nursing.

School of Public Health. The anchor and caduceus are adapted from the national Public Health Service, which evolved from the Marine Hospital Service to the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, and finally became the U.S. Public Health Service. The star represents the linkage of the School of Public Health with the Texas A&M Health Science Center and the State of Texas. The salmon color is the color of the public health hoods.

College of Science. This symbol’s segments represent the five departments of the College of Science--Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, and Statistics. The interweaving of each depicts their close relationship to each other. The inner quilting represents the intellectual search in science and its continuing growth.

College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. Resting upon a ground of purity, a white snake stands for the science and the art of prevention, cure or alleviation of disease and injury to animals. It is found entwined around a herald’s green staff--the symbol of service. The golden radiant triangle atop the Aesculapius illustrates the breadth of veterinary medical science.
“The Spirit of Aggieland”

By Mimms-Dunn

Some may boast of prowess’ bold,
Of the school they think so grand,
But there’s a spirit can ne’er be told,
It’s the spirit of Aggieland.

Chorus

We are the Aggies—the Aggies are we,
True to each other as Aggies can be.
We’ve got to fight, boys,
We’ve got to fight!
We’ve got to fight for Maroon and White.
After they’ve boosted all the rest,
They will come and join the best,
For we are the Aggies—the Aggies so true,
We’re from Texas A M U.
CONGRATULATIONS NEW GRADUATES!
WELCOME TO THE ASSOCIATION OF FORMER STUDENTS!

Today, as a proud graduate of Texas A&M University, graduates will turn their Aggie Rings so that the Class year faces away from the body symbolizing a readiness to face the world.

Being an Aggie lasts a lifetime! It is a life-long experience that is supported by the Aggie Network. By staying involved with Texas A&M through The Association of Former Students, together, we will continue the work of passing back the core values, traditions and experiences that make Texas A&M unique.

As you begin your new journey, we ask that when you’re ready, you consider helping to pass it back to future generations. Join the Century Club at a 50% discount and proudly showcase your very own Century Club Member decal.

The Association of Former Students is HERE for Aggies during their days as students and former students, THERE for Aggies as they take their way around the world and EVERYWHERE that the Aggie Network needs us to be.